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JACK SPRATT.
Glorious old Jack Spratt,

Over seventeen and fat,

Bat he felt the fire of youth today,
Down by the grand aland he led the way
In two twenty-two and a quarter.
Oh, what a about ascends
From thousands and thousands of friends.
And his eye proudly rests on the grand
bouquet
Which shows that his fame has “come to
stay,”
And he tarns from his oats and he turns from
his hay
To take a drink------- of water.

ELEVATING THE MORAL STANDING
OF THE FAST HORSE BUSINESS
It cannot be successfully denied that the
moral status of the fast horse business oc
cupies a much higher plane in public esti
mation than it did twenty-five years ago,
for at that time it was generally understood
that the breeding, the training, and the
racing of trotting horses was almost wholly
in the hands of sports and second class
jockeys. And it war thought that no re
spectable or religious person could engage
in the horse business or have much to do
with trotters without great danger to their
morals and without lowering their social
standing.
But thanks to the teachings, the influ nee
and the example of a few prominent and
influential men of high moral standing and
moral courage, the most beautiful, the
most noble and the most to be admired of
all created animals, the trotting horse is no
longer considered as fit to be owned only
by the most ignoble mankind, but the
most enlightened, the most cultivated, the
most religious, and those of the higeit
social standing are priveliged to breed,
own and race the American trotter, and it
is a fact that, as a general rule, our fastest
and most valuable performers are being
bred and owned by gentlemen of intelli
gence, morality and respectability, and the
low lived, drunken, ignorant sport is com
pelled to take a back seat in the horse
business, as well as in all other kinds of
business where intelligence and morality
enters the field with ignorance and im
morality.
Still there is one thing
lacking, and the horse business Can never
stand where it ought to, and where it is
destined to stand, until this lack is supplied,
and that is a lack of the right kind of
grooms, rubberi, trainers and drivers and

a lack of interest on the part of owners to breeder can afford to build large a d mag train and drive their horses a great deal wealthy owners who have the true interests
search out and employ the right kind nificent stables to furnish them with every better than sober men who don’t put on so of the horse business at heart, [would em
There is certainly no lack of material from thing that can possibly tend to the comfort, many horses aiis, can’t swear so bard, lie ploy only honest, temperate, intelligent
which to make the right kind of grooms and the health, and the convenience or the so smooth or drink so much [rum, and so men to train,handle and groom their horses,
drivers, but no effort has as yet been made horses and those who care for them, spar they place their horses in their bands to be payiDg them so they could afford to workIf all the leading horse publications
ing no expense in the way of painting, tiained.
t? u'.ilize this material.
would stir the matter up, and try to create
And strange it seems that after all that ornamenting, gold plated door fastenings,
Under such a condition of affairs, it is not a healthy public opinion in favor of honest,
has been done by wealthy, upright and in etc., who can afford to buy the most to be wondered at that young men of intel temperate men, and if, as has been sug
fluential horsemen, by public teachers and expensive carriages, sulkies, harnesses, ligence, good character and any degree of gested, scho is could be established for
the purpose of educating young men in the
the press to elevate the trotting horse busi boots, etc. If be can afford to pay from refinement, who are natural horsemen and art of training and driving trotters, there
ness, and to place it more and mors in the $1,000 to $75,000 for trotters, stallions, or might become the very best of trainers and would be a greater number of honest,
control of the more honest and intelligent brood mares to put into his stable, why drivers in the world, Hesitate about temperate and capable young men be in
classes, that they should make no more ef cannot he afford to pay good nice gentle- engaging in a business where the rewards duced to start in and fit themselves for the
business, and the number cf intemperate
fort, and hold out no greater inducements menly men good wages to work for him. for honesty and realability are so few; unreliable grooms and trainers would grow
for the better class of young men to fit and be can get enough of them if he will and where the chances for becoming less.
Visitors to the horse departments of
themselves for and engage in the business pay enough.
wealthy eminent and respected citizens is
fairs and other places where horses are
To find a $76,000 stsble filled vith seemingly so small.
of handling, training and driving trotting
shown, would cease to be disgusted at the
$10,000 torses in charge of a mab that can
It is no wonder that the men and women, appearance cf some of those In charge of
horses.
It is true that in the matter of training be bought for a pint of whiskey and who belonging to the best and most respectable the horses and dishonest racing, and putintel classes wbo visit the fairs, the breeders’ up-jobs, wculd be less frequent than at
and driving many of our greatest perform are 50 per cent lower in
A. T. Maxim.
ers, seek to place their^animals in the hands ligence
than the horses they care meetitgi aud the breeding farms, and note present.
of men of good character and men of brains for, spoils the effect of the whole the disposition on the part of owners to
MAINE 2.30 LIST FOR 1892.
competence and skill.
thing aad disgraces the whole business in hire, immoral aad intemperate grooms and
W
alter
D., ch h, by Palmer Horse;
But in the matter of rubbers, grooms, the eyes of the public. But if these wealthy drivers, are led to conclude that while
dam by Winthrop Morrill,
2.26%
stable boys etc., they apparently seem to ones would use their money as liberally it is all right to own and drive trotters, they Young Watchmaker, blk h, by Watch
think that low bred, ignorant, foul mouthed and their judgment as carefully in select don't want their own sous to engage io the
maker, dam by Constitution,
2.30
uncivil, rum guzzling, lying* drunken men ing their help as they do in building their business of taking care of, or handling Lizzie L., blk m, by Thomas Carlyle
dam Clyde by Ledo,
2.27%
and boys are much better help around barns, and buying their horses, they would trotters on account of the associations they
Naumkeao, b h, by Lexington,
2.28
stables than are ^intelligent civil, gentle be doing a great deal towards placing the bring them into.
H. P. E.. br g, by Gen. Garfield,
2.29%
Now I don’t wish to be understood as McKusick, b h by Olympus; dam Lady
horse business where it ought to be.
manly reliable men of good character.
Again t ere are many owners of trotters saying that all stable boys, all trainers or
Doubtless many owners of trotters and
Burns, by Burn’s TrottiDg Childers, 2.28
breeding establishments^ will say that I whose means are too limited to permit of all drivers are of the class above mentioned Silver Street, b m, by Nelson; dam
by Somerset Knox,
2.25
must be wrong, and that *uch is not the their having their horses trained aud driven —farjrom it, for there are hundreds of
Mollie Withers, gr no, by Gen.
case, that they don’t want, this kind of by first class and high priced trainers, and notable exceptions.
Withers; dam by Gideon,
2.30
help, and don’t have it when better can be in consequence have to put their horses in
Neither do I wish to be understood as St. Croix, b h, by Wilkes; dam Zulah
by Gideon
2.28%
obtained, yet they do hate them as any the hands of men who, having not yet saying that all men who take a drink of
cne can readily discover if he will visit any made a reputation, are obliged to work liquor, are reprobates, and unworthy of Wilkesmont, blk h, by Kaiser; dam by
.Gen. Withers.
2.28%
number.of training stableijand breeding cheap. Some of these novices are reliable, respect and confidence.
Frbd Wilkes, b h by Wilkes; dam by
farms, large private stables, etc. Not all temperate, intelligent, capable men wbo
For while I believe it is the better way
Onward,
2.29%
the help will be of the low stamp of course. will, in many casts, do as well with their to let liquor entirely alone, yet I must Frenchman, b g, breeding unknown,
2.30
But altogether to frequently we will find horses as other trainers of greater fame. admit that there ia a class of very estimable Haroldson, b g,by Prescott; dam Queen
by B ack Diamond,
2.30
valuable horses worth hundreds andjn most But many of these drivers wbo are begin men, in most respects wbo sometimes take
, ch m, by Harbinger; dam by
cases thousands left in the care of young ning the business are men whose chief a quiet drink. And I make a great differ Hallie
Moi.te Cnristo,
2.26%
men on whose brow is stamped the qualifications] consist of a great amount of ence between a well bred, honest gentle Mahlon, blk h, by Alcantara; dam by
Thomas Jefferson,
2.30
n arks of vice, intemperance, dishonesty cheek, of knowing how to talk and act very man, who drinks a little, and never but a
and brutality, and who are no more civil or horsey, of being mouthy and telling lies little, and a low bred, foul mouthed, dis Garnieta, br m. by Rockefeller ;’dam
by Measengef Knox,
*
2.25%
obliging than they are compelled to be by the when the truth would do better, and of be honest man who keeps full all ihe time
Themis, b m, by Achillel; dam by
ing
able
to
drink
a
gallon
of
poor
whiskey
and is by nature a loafer, and I certainly
force of circumstance.
VoluuUer,
2.25
Ask the proprietor why be employs that every day of a horse trot and not get dead do not think that young men of this stamp Younc Pilot, ch b, by Black Pilot; dam
by col. Ebaworth,
r
2.22%
are gifted by nature with any more ability
kind of help and he will say “Well I can’t drunk.
Tid Jefferson, blk m, by Alexander
Having plenty of assurance and a k. ack to drive trotters than are honest, quiet,
find any good men that I can hire, and be
Jeff rson,
2.27%
sides these men do their work well except of driving, they are often times able to get, sober men; yet owners will get them to Fred Lothair, ro h, by Lothair,
2.29%
Pacers.
once in awhile when they happen to get up behind a horse and drive a good race handle their most valuable horses, trusting
2.21
and because of this fact, and, of the fact that they can induce them to keep steady Daily News, b g, by Franklin,
drunk.”
Chase, b m, by Robinson D., dam
Well, perhaps they cannot hire good that they can appear so horsey and have a while handling their horses. They some Belle
by John Bunyen,
2.37%
gentlemen help at the price usually paid few friends to help them, a great many times do for a while hut most always get Cobden Boy, b g, by Cobden; dam by
Winthrop Morrill,
2.28%
for stable help, but if a wealthy owner or owners get the idea that such fellows can hot and slop over sooner or later. But If

GROOMING THE

FARM

HORSE.

Kindness to a Farm Horns Is a Paying
Investment.

Why should the really valuable work
ing horse, so large a helper in bread
winning, not be to his owner a sourct
of greater interest, an object of greatei
care? One-tenth of the care bestowed
on a great sporting horse would make a
farm horse feel too proud of itself. Bui
there is little risk of such a horse evei
feeling too proud from any such reason,
A Scotch hired plowman grooms his
team with a degree of loving interest
and pride to which the average Canadian
farmer is almost a stranger, though the
Clydesdale team belongs to another man
and the man who works it is only a hire
ling, while the Canadian generally owns
the team and as a rule the farm as well.
Why should not the more valuable beast,
because the more useful, have a little of
the warmth of interest bestowed upon
him that is ungrudgingly bestowed on a
2:20 trotter?
The farmer who looks on his farm,
his stock, and his other helongings
merely as a means to make money,
which he is reluctantly forced to stick
to, will never find either profit or pleas
ure in his work. But the man who feels
pride in his beasts, and has a kindly
feeling toward them, is sure to turn the
commonest drudgery into a source of
pleasure, and make a good deal more
money into the bargain.
The writer went lately into a barn
where a lot of farmers’ horses were sta
bled after delivering their loads of wheat
at the elevator. One team was in fine
condition, and he complimented the
young man who owned them. The
owner said they were eating nothing but
oat straw and four quarts of oats at a
feed. “Why,” said the next man along,
“my team gets a peck of oats and good
hay all the time, and they are very much
thinner than yours. In fact, I cannot
put flesh on them.”
The other man's secret was soon told.
His horses were carefully blank®ted
whenever they went into a cold stable
at the end of a trip to market, and when
cooled in that way were thoroughly
groomed. That lad and his two brothers,
who do the same thing, will have those
same teams good to use and good to look
at long after the present generation of
unskillfully managed and unwisely fed
beasts around them have been killed by
pneumonia or some similar disease and
thrown to the wolves. Kinross even
to a farm horse is a paying investment.
—Nor’west Farmer.
The Re%l American National Bird.

There is a considerable profit in
Thanksgiving turkeys, but to get the
cream of prices preparation must begin
early. Fattening should be systematic
ally pursued in September up to the
time of marketing. The true way, how
ever. is to get the first broods ready for
Thanksgiving, the second for the winter
holidays and the late ones for January
and February. These three periods are
the times when turkeys realize ♦ho
most. In striving to market all of
them at one time considerable risk is
run. Probably the Thanksgiving tur
keys pay the best, for less time is re
quired to kee$ them, and they are mar
keted almost as soon as they are old
enough to kill. There is no extra feed
ing to carry them over until a better
period, such as must necessarily be the
case with the Christmas and January
turkeys.
The turkey has become a sort of na
tional bird for. eating during the holi
days, and consequently Americans are
becoming epicures in this respect. They
know good turkey meat from poor, and
it is useless to try to deceive them. They
are willing to pay good prices at such
season, but they want first class meat.
In young turkeys the fattening process
is the most important. For the first
few weeks they should be fed corn,
wheat and oats, mixed in equal propor
tions, and after that corn should be the
only grain fed to them. Feed them
Corn, milk, a little fresh meat and some
cooked vegetables occasionally up to the
time for killing them. This will gener
ally make them fat and heavy, with de
liciously sweet and juicy meat.
Of late years attempts have been made
to flavor the turkey meat with nuts.
The famous canvasback ducks flavor
their meats by feeding on the wild
celery, and it is said that turkey meat
can be flavored by similar methods.
Chestnuts are the best nuts to feed to
them, and when these are plentiful it
may be worth the trouble to feed them
broken to the turkeys. They will eat
them greedily, but to give the meat
much flavor great quantities must be
devoured.—W. E. Farmer in American
Cultivator.
Live Stock Points.

.

A good fresh milk cow with her calf
has sold in the New York market this
season for as high as fifty dollars. A
good milk cow not quite fresh has sold
for thirty dollars.
Galvanized iron vessels are good to
bold the water for the chickens. They
must be cleansed every morning and
filled with fresh cold water.
The dullness of the beef cattlo market
part of the time this summer may be
owing to the fact that people eat less
meat in hot weather.

And carry it all away.
—Katharine Pyle in St. Nicholas.
How Little Bel Did an Errand.

One morning little Bel was sent by her
mamma to the “button store” to match
a spool of silk. She had often been
trusted on such errands, though only
four years old, and very proud she used
to feel as she trudged along, “helping
mamma."
“Be sure and get just that shade of
blue, aiyl come right back, little daugh
ter,” s&id mamma as she kissed her
goodby.
“Yes, ma’am,” was the sturdy answer.
Hof Feeding Floor.
Now on the way to the button store
The floor is built adjacent to the corn- there was a fruit stand, and Bel often
crib for convenience in feeding, and is used to look at it with longing eyes.
just the height of the bottom of a wagon This morning she saw something she
bed. When it is necessary to load hogs had not seen for a long time—great,
beautiful reu bawmas. If Bel liked any
thing in the world it was a banana. She
wondered how much they would co»t.
Then she thought she would ask. “Five
cents.” Why, she had just five cents in
her fat fingers that very minute! Before
you could think she hadn’t .five cents at
all, but had the banana instead.
Do you think she went right home?
Not she. She marched straight to the
button store and standing on tiptoe
reached her sjjkpk above the counter,
HOG FEEDING FLOOR,
for market the wagon is backed Jo the
platform, thy end board taken out, a

saying:
“My moth^^^Lts a spool of silk like

The lad?
down at the mite,
gate in the fence opened, and without matched the s?^Rarefully and handed
*
noise or trouble the pigs are enticed it to her.
into the wagon.
“Fank you,” said Bel. She never for
In feeding, only so much com is gets her manners.
thrown on the floor at one time as the
“But, little girt,” called the lady,
hogs will eat up clean. The floor is “didn’t your mamma send any money mb^hb«_a Valuable Book on Nervous
LULL Diseases sent free to any address,
cleaned off eyery day. The hogs are for the silk?”
r Mr r
poor patients can also obtain
not fattened on com alone, but are
•*Yes’m, but I buyed a banana.” And I
La Ls this medicine free of charge.
turned out night and morning to take before t'e lady could stop laughing she This remedy has been prepared bytL. Reverend
Koenig, of Fort Wayne, Ind„ since 1876. and
their com ration on the feeding floor. was on the street hurrying home.— Pastor
a now prepared under his direction by the
Peas, while they last, and steamed Dolls’ Dressmaker.
KOENIG MED. CO., Chicago, III.
ground feeds make up the between
Sold
by Druggists at 91 per Bottle. 6 for 85.
times rations to the fattening hogs.—
Farm, Stock and Home.
Children Cry fort T-aw. mw*. *1.75. 6 Bottles for *9.

Pitcher’s Castoria.

Dehorning Law Suit.

Some time since a humane society
suit was entered against E. E. Hazen,
Beaver county, Pa., for cruelty in de
horning cattle, it being held that the de
fendant was guilty of violation of law
in this treatment of his herd. The case
has been one of special interest and has
attracted widespread attention, both be
cause of its intrinsic importance and the
bearing it would necessarily have on the
future of dehorning in this state. The
trial came to an end last week in a vic
tory for the defendant, the judge hold
ing that the intention evidently was to
benefit the cattle; that the charge of
$mel and wanton treatment could not
be sustained by the evidence produced.
—National Stockman.

When Baby was sicki we gave her Castoria.
When she Was a'Child, she cried for Castoria.
When she became Miss, she clung to Castoria.
When she had Children, she gave tbeni Castoria,

Do not be Deceived.

Person® with weak lungs—those who are
constantly catching cold—should wear an
Allcock’s Porous Plaster over the chest
and another between the shoulder blades dur
ing cold weather. Remember they always
strengthen and never weaken the part to
which they are applied. Do not be deceived
by irrfkgining any other plaster like them
they are wot—may look it, but looks deceive.
Insist always on having Ai.lcock's, the only
reliable plaster ever produced.
sepl5-tfh
Merit

Wins.

We desire to sav to our citizens, that forr
ears we have been selling Dr, King.s Newr
Discovery for Consumption, Dr. King's Newr
Life Pills, Bucklens Arnica Salve, and ElectL
ric Bitters, and have never handled remedies’
^hat sell as well, or that have given such uniJ
versal saiisfaction. We do not hesitate to
guarantee them every time, and we stand1
ready to refund the purchase price, if not satisfactory results do not follow their use. These5
remedies have won their great popularityJ
purely on their merits K. H. Gerrish drug
gists 146 Lisbon 8treet Lewiston.
1

'

THE

Lewiston Monumental Works
Have in their yard one of the largest
stocks of finished MONUMENTS and
TABLETS in New England.
Nr* is the
time to purchase as the stock on hand will
be sold on the bases of Winter Prices.
Our price is the lowest and our work the
best finished in this market. Call and ex
amine our goods and be convinced of, our
itatemant.

J. P. MURPHY,

A Safe Investment.

[MANAGER,
Is one which is guaranteed to bring you
satisfactory results, or in case of failure a ret
urn of purchase price. On this safe plan you
can buy from our advertised Druggist a bottle
of Dr. King’s New Discovery for Consump
LEWISTON, ME.
tion. It is guaranteed to bring relief in every NEAR M. C. R. Rapr 2SS TFH 6m
case, when used for any affection of Throat
Lungs,or chest, Bronchits, Asthma, Whooping
Cough, Croup, etc., etc. It is pleasant and
Send 10 cents for a subscription to a lively
agreeable • to taste, perfectly safe, and can
matrimonial Journal for old and young. Adalways be depended upon.

12 BATES ST«

Mass.
Trial bottles free at E. H. Gerrish’s Drugstore dress Orange Blossoms, 1 -irmouthport,
luneOTFHly

1

Lisbon St Lewiston

J. HE. MIBESS

MT, VERNON, ME.

CELEBRATED

[
1
!
[
>

Mbssbs. George H. Poole and M. S.Gor
don of Mount Vernon have purchasedi
the town of China a beautiful Wilkes stai.
lion colt 15 months old, sired by Nelson
Wilkes, dsm Knox. This colt weighs 750
pounds, dark bay, black points. He is a
’ beauty. It doesn't seem as though he could
1 be changed to improve him. A good round
price was paid. He will be kept for a stock
horse. We expect to see our horses very
much improve in this vicinity.
~
Fred Emerson of Mt. Vernon has a
fine this year’s filly. This is one of the
handsomest colts that we have seen this
summer.

FLEA & LICE EXTERMINATOR
Destroys~jill insects on Horses, Dogs &
Cattle
A VEGETABLE COMPOUND. WAR.
RANTED SAFE AND RELIABLE.
Directions.—Rub well In with the hand.
Large bottles should be used at one applica
tlon on Horses ♦ and Cattle. Small bottles
sufficient lor Dogs.

Small bottles 50 cts. Large bottle $1.00.

ACROFULA 12 YEARSS|,
Always Sore. Burned Like Fire.
Ashamed to be Seen. Got Worse
Under Four Doctors.
Cured by Cuticura.

852 Main Street, Rockland, Maine

sept 22-lt x
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When Baby was tick, we gar • her Castoria.
When she was a Child, she cried for Castoria.
When ehe became Miaa, she clung to Castoria.
When she had Children, she gave them Castoria.

= J. P. LONGLEY «£ SON, ==
179 MAIN STREET, LEWISTON, ME.,

Blankets, Robes, Whips, and everything to be found in a first-class establishment.

We have secured the Agency and shall keep in stock a complete
line of J. O’Kane’s Original California Horse Boots,
Of every description, consisting of High and Low Cut Quarter Boots: Shin, Ankle and Speed Cut Boots; Knee, Arm, Elbow and Scalpers
Felt Bolls, Ac., Ac., Ac.

CRIT DAVIS BIT.

Catalogue furnished on application.

111 Quinn’s Ointment. 111 Boyd’s Tablets.

BEGE^the great Wind Puff Cure. A *rar*cur^™^Xnt8,etc'

....

. . ,'lSMEALEfS Leg and Body Wash, $llper Bottle.................. !$

.................................. We 'have the “SPRINGSTEEN” Stallion Net,
Also the best Stallion Net in the market, endorsed by all leading stallion owners.

“.WIZARD COLD DUST,” tor Scratches, Galls, Cuts and Collar Sores. _&c,.&c,
“tsi

porjanythinq] inj;our linbj call;on or\address-®»

J. P. LONGLEY & SON, 179 Main Street, Lew’ ton, Me.

HIG-HLTL-WIT, 5© 79,
1892. !

[Soxl of Alcantara.
I

----- --------

Cuticura Remedies
Cuticura Resolvent, the new Blood and PHn
Purifier internally (to cleanse the blood of all im
purities and poisonous elements), and Cuticura,
the great Skin Cure, and Cuticura Soap, an ex
quisite Skin Purifier and Beautifier, externally (to
clear the skin and scalp and restore the hair), cure
every disease and humor of the skin, scalp, and
blood, with loss of hair, from infancy to age, from
pimnles to scrofula, when the best physicians, hos
pitals, and all other remedies fall.
Sold everywhere. Price, Cutt mt a, 50c.; Soap,
25c.; Resolvent, fl. Prepared by the Potter
Drug and Chemical Corporation, Boston.
E “ How to Cure Skin Diseases,” 64 pages, 50
Illustrations, and testimonials, mailed free.

PI MBLES, blackheads, red, rough, chapped, and
I I III oily skin cured by Cuticura Soap.

FINE ROAD AND TRAER HARNESSES,

I

—-—

Black roan horse, foaled May 13, 1886; 15-3 hands high and weigh! 1050 lbs. Dam, Skip (dam of Independence 2 :'21J^ and
Glenarm, 2 :28}£), by Gideon, sire of the dam of Nelson, 2 :10,Edna, 2:24, etc.
’*
Hiohlawn will make a short season at $25.00 by season, or $35.00to warrant. Book early, as this Is a special offer for this
season. His colts are very promising, having his fine finish and trotting action. For further particulars address

H. B. WARDWELL, Lewiston, Me.

A Baltimore Beauty—A Brave Woman's

d
)t

People who give Hood’s Sarsaparilla a fair
trial reali e its great merit and are glad to eay
a good word for it. Have you tried it ?

WORLD. ~

' CLAIMS MADE BY THE WOMAN’S
SUFFRAGE PARTY bF NEW YORK.

d

—MANUFACTUHEI>;ONLT HT—

VI. S. MOOR A co.,

TVOMAN’S

Endurance—Corsets

and

Suspenders.

Privacy in Bathing—Summer Clothing
for Children.

*
t.
®
o
*
e
®
n
J
1.
J
L
®
J

' The Woman’s Suffrage party, which
(consists of members of the New York
State association and many others who
llo not wish to take a public stand, derotes itself neither to agitation nor to
educational work, but to making an end
at once of woman's disfranchisement.
*Hence we hold few public meetings and
make few publications; we set ourselves
to carrying elections and controlling
the legislature. We have repeatedly dotfeated candidates for the senate and astembly, and at least once have prevented
the re-election of a supreme court judge;
in some cases we have prevented men
* from being even nominated, by notify*
ing the managers of their party that, if
nominated, we would do onr utmost to
1 beat them.
’
We have defeated two hostile candi
dates for attorney general, and have
J elected friends in their stead; we have
done the same with a judge of the court
of appeals. WTe have helped to defeat
Iseveral hostile candidates for governor
and to elect friends. In fact, whenever
a friend has been nominated, either by
Republicans or Democrats, for any office
affecting onr question in any part of the
state, he has been promptly apprised,
sometimes to his astonishment, and al
ways to his gratification, that we would
do onr best to elect him.
Whenever a foe was nominated by
either party, we have—if practicable
and worth the labor—exerted ourselves
to elect his opponent, and have thu3
made a valuable friend of the latter.
We have never risked injuring our
friends by publicly advocating their
election, which course might drive preju
diced men of their own party to vote
against them. We have always worked
for them as quietly as possible. Once
the Democratic state committee, at onr
request, printed 10,000 extra posters,
which we distributed through the states,
the result being the election of a candi
date friendly to suffrage. At another
time the Republican state committee
printed thousands of confidential letters,
which we sent out in favor of certain of
their candidates, who were elected.
When Attorney General Leslie W. Rus
sell was running for re-election, we sent
out 100,000 documents against him, in
cluding an address to over 6,000 law
yers, and we succeeded in defeating
him.
| We have never wasted time, work or
money in running candidates of our own,
nor on any nominees who could not be
elected, but we have always taken our
candidates from the Republican or Dem
ocratic tickets. Thus we have obliged
the leaders of both parties to respect us,
to feel that they must try to meet our
views and that we are efficient aids and
dangerous enemies; that it is perilous to
put our opponents on their tickets and
advisable to nominate onr friends. We
have made the liberation of New York
women our sole political issue, and have
not asked what a candidate’s views were
in any other respect if he was willing to
do justice to a million and a half of dis
franchised citizens.
Thus we have made even unscrupu
lous politicians feel that it is to their in
terest to favor the right. Onr organi
zation is simple, but very effective. One
earnest, quiet, skillful worker in each
voting district of our state can often
turn the result. These are parts of
practical methods of work which after
twelve years’ effort wrought the splen
did majority in the New York assembly
last April.—Hamilton Willcox in Bos
ton Woman's Journal.
John Hudson** Stock Farm.

He had 300 acres of roots on liis 1,300
aere farm. His mapgolds averaged from
80 to 85 tons to the acre and his Swedes
from 25 to 30, making 900 tons of roots
on one farm in one year. In 1855 his
farm maintained 10 dairy cows, 36 cart
horses, 400 breeding ewes, 250 Short
horns and 3,000 Down sheep that were
being fattened. His wheat was averag
ing 48 bushels to the acre and his barley
56 bushels. Be assured John Hudson
grew But few weeds,
At every stage of his fanning his farm
became more like a manufactory, pro
ducing on a limited surface enormous
quantities of food for man and beast,
turning Peruvian guano into corn, bones
from the pampas into roots; Russian
oilcake, Egyptian beans and Syrian lo
cust pods into beef and mutton.—A. XJ
Hyatt in ’Breeder's Gazette.
This autumn when the leaves fall,
rake them into heaps for the hens to<
scratch in during winter. Keep the,
heaps in protected places and let thei
rhickens get at them by installments*,
having fresh heaps as the old ones wear
out. It will tickle the biddies.
The herd of fiolsreln-mesian cnrwo
belonging to the Crumhorn stock farms
at Oneonta, N. Y., will be exhibited at
the food exposition in New York city

in October.
Milk is one of the best foods you can
give your chickens. It is especially
good for young chickens.
The wool of the last clip in Texas
averaged in value 18.3 cents a pound.

Millions of sheep scab insects are
buried in the dust and droppings in
ground where sheep with thia diana**
have been foaled.

Turf, Farm and Home

Maine Horse Breeders’ Monthly
Consolidated April 20th, 1892.

Published Weekly and entered at the Postoffice at Auburn, Me., as second class
matter.
Yearly Subscription Price eor 1892, $1.50
in Advance; $2.00 if not Paid Within
Three Months.

and urged him to build a bicycle sulky. Thee
matter was, however, dropped for thee
time and was not carried out until thee
spring of 1892, when the model was com
•
pleted, and the first sulky built. It
was first used at Saugus, Mass., and
also bv a former Lewiston man, Mr. J.
B. Woodbury, the well known driver.’•
It was at once pronounced a great suc
*•cess, and took like wildfire, and orderss
came pouring in faster than they could bee
filled. The sulky which Budd Doble haff
made famous, and which has been used inn
the record breaking feats of Nancy Hanksg
*
2.05% and Martha Wilkes, was made at
this place and was not built on the model
made by the Messers. Stanley, but as manyy
others have been made, the call for themn
being too great for the construction to bee
entirely new throughout, is a commonn
i
sulky
with the pneumatio bicycle wheel1
The Messers. Stanley claimq
1attached.
,that by being built like their model, much[j
weight can be saved.
It may be well to
1add that by an arrangement between Mr.
Elliott and the Messrs Stanley the formerr
has applied for patents covering every improvement which has been made, and all1
1parlies who have in any way infringed uponl
his
1 rights, will in due time be called uponi
♦ settle.
to

MAINE SI ATE EAIR.
Second

Day-

The second day was the greatest, from a1
horseman’s standpoint, ever known in the>
history of the society. Four new additions to»
the 2.30 list, ani the race record of the world,»
on a half-mile track beaten, is surely glory
enough for one day. The first race on the
score card was the 2.40 class,
At 1.30 p. m., t>ie horses scored for the word
in the first heat of the 2.40 class with twelve
starters, and Black Mornll driven by Scribner, drew the pole.
At the third score they got the word, and
at the three quarter pole Black Morrill and
Combination were lapped, but just before
reaching the wire Black Morrill broke and
Mahlon went into the lead, and although St.
Croix came last in the stretch, he won the
heat in 2.30. The two leaders are four-yearolds, the winner being by Alcantara, and a
sew cqmer in the 2.30 list.
In the second heat they got the word at the
second score, and Ma iloa and St. Croix went
around the turn and up the back stretch like a
double team. Before reaching the quarter,
St. Croix broke, but at the half he was at
Mablon’s saddle. At the three ^quarters St.
Croix broke again, and Mahlon went under
the wire ahead a winner in 2.31)4*
The third heat was a hard fought one between Mahlon and St. Croix but the black
son of Alcantara finally won the heat and
and race in 2.31)4.

away in the lea'’, at the quarter in 40% sec
onds,Grenadier was a good second, and at the
halt in 1.20 he had taken the lead. At the three
quarters in 1.59%, Dores? Pratt seemed Io be
out of it. but coming down the stretch Noyes
rallied her, and making a great drive,’she carrietl the colt to a break and beat him to the
wire in 2.40. The race then bad to go over
as it was getting late.
Third Day.

Hor-es were called out for the race for
An agreeable preparation
foals of 1890. In the first heat last night
f the phosphates, for Indithree finished behind the flag and were de
astion. Nervousness, Menclared distanced,but was shown that under the
J. W. THOMPSON, Editor.
condition by which the race was first made,
. J and Physical Exhaustion.
the distance should bewaived and all were
Recommended and pre
Newspaper Decisions.
allowed to start.
1. Any person who takes a paper regularly
scribed Py Physicians of all
They
got
th»word
at
the
first
score,
Dorcas
from the office—whether directed to nis name or
Pratt and Grenadier went ahead. Before
another's, or whether he has subscribed or not—is
chools.
responsible for the payment.
reaching the quarter, Dorcas Piatt made a
8. If a person orders his paper discontinued he
break and Grenadier went to the front and
must pay all arrearages, or the publisher may con
Trial hottie mailed on receipt of 25 cents
tinue to send it until payment is made and collect
led to the the three quarter where Dorcas
n stamps. Rumford Chemical Works,
the whole amount, whether the paper is taken
kA*ovidence.
R. 1.
Pratt is again lapped.
from the office or not.
The oourts have decided that refusing to take
„
They
came
into
tbe
stretch
on
even
terms,
■
1
-—■
_____
newspapers and periodicals from the office, or rehut Grenadier broke at the distance and seen, and, as in the previous heat Fred Lothmoving and leaving them unoalled for, is prima
acie evidenoe of fraud.
Dorcas Pratt won the heat in 2.39%.
air went away and won in 2.33.
Summary:—
TELEPHONE CALL. 14-3.
Nine horses scored in the fourth heat, and
Dorcas Pratt, b f
1 \1 Fred Lothair again,went away in the lead and
Grenadier, be
2 2
Goldfinch, ch c
3 3 was at the quarter in 37, the half in 1.15, winNorland Wilkes,
4 1 ning the heat and race in 2.32.
May Gilt,
5 5
--------------------------------------------------------------Same Day ; purse, $250 for 2.37 class.
Gardener Wilkes,
6 6
Time, 2.40, 2 39%.
I
Fred Lothair, ro h by Lothair,
3 111
AUBURN DAILY GAZETTE.
Jessie H, br m by Gladstone,
12 2 2
Much
interest
centered
in
the
2.31
class,
The only daily in Auburn. Population of
’ Black Dan, blkg by Joe Irving, 2
4 3 3
four heats of which were trotted Wednesday.
town 11,000. Capital of Androscoggin Coun
7* Attorney, bg,
4 3 4 6
ty The liveliest daily in Maine. Terms byJ
Four
different
horses
winning
a
heat
each.
At
It
Dixmont,
ch
g,
5
7
8 4
Special
Pacing
Race.
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERSmail $5.00 per year; carrier $6.00.
u. Bay Dick, b g,
8 5 7 7
The special pacing race was a tame affair 1 o’clock the horses appeared for the conclu Stella Rolfe, b m.
7 6 6 6
sion.
Italia, blk h,
11 9 5 8
North Troy—Will you iniorm me» the only redeeming.lrature being the fast time
GREATLY ENLARGED.
Tid
Jefferson
by
virtue
of
winning
the
last
at
Dr.
Franklin
Jr.,
blk
b,
11
12 9 9
________
tlthrough yoar columns if a horse has a rec-. made, as it bore no semblance of a contested heat on Wednesday had the pole.
Goldwood, b h,
13 10 10 dr
;
race,
$nd
was
won
ban
lilyLby
Bunco
Jr.,
in
D ord
-j Mollie C, ch ro,
9 8 dr
Next week the Turf, Farm and
0 of 2.35 trotting, and said horse has gone
At the sixth score they got the word. Tid
Snowstorm, sp m,
10 11 dis
e to pacing, can he be started over in the straight heat?.
Jefferson was unsteady for tbe first quarter,
‘r»
Zircon
Boy,
blk
g,
6
dr
Home will be greatly enlarged. The g
San
nes.
3.00 class as a pacer, also if a horse has a
but she kept the lead to the wire with Hallie
>®
Time, 2.37%, 2.30%, 2.33, 2.32.
amount of added reading matter will rirecord of 2.35 pacing and has changed over
Lewiston, Me., Sej
purse $250 for 2.40 second on her wheel. Dinah 3, Dotty D 4,
There were many interesting special fea
St. James 5, Haroldson 6, Currier 7; Mar
be about three hundred inches.
t<to trotting can he be sta ted over in the, class.
tures, which, while they were all of interest,
Mahlon,
blk
h
by
Alct
lUra,
111'
chioness
8
;time
2.27%.
€ 88.00 class as a trotter?
The Turf, Farm and Home will be
at the same time delayed the prompt and
St. Croix, b h by Wilkes,
2 2 2
In the 6th heat, 2.31 class,Dinah was drawn
speedy conclusion of the races, and it was
i
Dolly
H.,
b
m,
J.
Scott
Jordan,
9
3
3
,
g
A
mswkr
—Under
the
present
rules,
be
constantly improved. The publishers
only seven horses appeared. At the
Lady Redwood, b m by Redwood,
3 9 7 and
1
le dark before the race for foals of 1889 could be
n Cl
can. Jay-Eye-See, with a trotting record. Combination,
score they got the word. Tid Jefferson
gr b,
4 4 4 first
1
propose to furnish the best paper in
>n called and it was laid over until Friday.
Myrtle, ro m,
5 6 5’ went around the turn in the Jead, but at the
z
Oof 2.10, was entered in the 2.30 pacing;
16
The Seer, 2 19%, was brought out between
Adelaide M., ch m,
10 8 6 quarter, Hallie showed in front and at the
New England on the most advantageous8 P1
race at Independence. Of course the same, Arthur
B. b h,
12 6 8 ,
heats and driven an exhibition half mile in
term6 possible.
rirule which applies to the orack performer, Black Morrill,blk 1A
6 1111 1half in 1.13%, she had an easy lead which she
16 1.09, tbe first quarter in 34% seconds.
Italia, blk h,
8 10 10 Imaintained to the wire, which she passed un
must
alio apply to the slower classes.
The Publishers.
m
Jack Sprat12.23,the well-known trotter, and
Black Max, blk h,
11 7 9 der
(
in 2.26%.
the veteran Dr. Franklin, driven by Scribner,
Nntshsppibg,
7 dis
At
the
second
score
they
got
the
word
with
Time, 2.30, 2.31)4, 2.31)4.
Mr. Scammon of Gray sold his suckling
1 were driven an exhibition half mile together.
Maplewood Park, Bangor, now holdsg
Tid Jefferson a length in the rear. At the
Same Day; spec ia1 pacing race.
16 They made the first quarter in 36% seconds,
colt
by
Black
Mambrino'Medinm
by
Happy
two world’s records, the 2.18% of Nelson,
Bunco, Jr., b g by Bnco,
111cquarter in 36 seconds Hallie led with Tid J. aa and the half mile in 1.13%. Jack Spratt is
j
second. At the half in 1.13, Tid showed seventeen years old, and Dr. Franklin is
trotting and the 2.18% of Bunco Jr., pac Medium; dam by Pequawket, by Gideon Chesterfield, ch g by Strathmore, Jr. 2 2 2 good
Time, 2.20, 2.16%, 2.16.
in front, but Hallie shook her off on the turn
ing. The opinion, however, that Maple by Hambletonian 10, to toe well known
n twenty-one. It was a great half mile.
2.31 Class J;
sand won tbe heat and race in 2.27%.
wood is the fastest half-mile track in thee horseman Mr. John F. Haines.
The three-year-old colt Conrad by Nelson;
In contrast with the above race, the 2.31
world, in consequence, is more Imaginary
2.31 Class Conopletod Summary.
dam Ksntaka by Robert Bonner, Jr., trotted
r
CORNISH,
ME.
class proved to be one of the best fought and Hallie,ch
]
m,
5 3 1 2 2 1 1 a mile for the cup for three-year-old stallions
than real, as is also the opinion held by
6 4 8 1 6 5 22 in 2.41%. The bay yearling colt Royce, owned
most exciting races ever seen iD Maine. Tid Jefferson, blk m,
tome that no other of the performers8
bh,
4
1 5 3 6 6 6
Cgrnish, Sept. 3.—The fifteenth annual Four heats were fought out, and three new ad- Haroldson,
J
Marchioness, bm,
167686dd at the Colt farm, Auburn, went a half mile
now before the public can lower these0 fair of the Ossipee Valley Agricultural
ditions were made to the 2.30 list, before dark- Dinah,
]
blk m,
2 2 2 5 3 dr
for the yearling cup in 1.27%.
records. The fact that Nancj Hanks, of* Association opened its four days' meeting ness caused a postponement, with four differ- Currier,
(
brg,
35347344
At just 5 o’clock p. m.,Bayard Wilkes earns
Martha Wilkes, at the trotting gait can3 at the Cornish driving park, Tuesday Aug. ent horses with a heat each to their credit. JDottie D, b>m,
7 9 5 7 4 dr
23 out, and took the word for an exhibition mile.
St.
James,
blk
g,
8
7
4
6
5
4
beat the time made by Nelson, or that1 30. The exhibition of cattle was the most
In the first heat tea horses appeared and gThemis, b m,
Just around the turn he was a little .too
10 dis
Maecot, Hal Pointer or Flying Jib can1 successful in every particular of any ever scored for the word. Marchioness going to the Time.
*]
2.33, 2.30. 2.30, 2.28%, 2.27%, 2.26%.p 1anxious, and made a^break, and Hayden took
2*27%.
front,
and
winning
handily
in
2.33.
beat the best time made by Bunco Jr.,» held by the society. Tuesday was cattle
him back and jogged slowly around into the
The second heai ’as called at exactly five
3.00 Pace.
1stretch. Coming fast from the distance, he
admits of no argument. First-class per■ day, with no rates, but Wednesday p. m.
o'clock p. m. TnlL-irses got the word at the
,r took
the word again, and went to the quarter
formers, however, have but little chance to> the trottiDg commence . The following is a
The first race on the programme proper for
1
second attempt
4bs fight was between t
n ’in 34% seconds, the half in 1.08, the three
tost their powers on a half-mile track'’ summaiy of the races for the three days.
the day was the three-minute pace, and seven
Marchioness «r JMa
to the quarter pole. j horses came out lor tbe start. They dreww 1quartersh'n 1.42% and tho full mito ia 3.17
hence the record has never been placed as»
Wednesday, Aug. 31—2.38 class; parse At the half Marl oness broke and Dinah
positions as follows: General Mac, Old Hon- ’without a skip. It was a very pretty exhibilow In comparison with the mile track[ !$100.
went to the front, ba. at the three-quarters festy, Cylex, Canton, Maud B., Glendale,j tion.
’
I
J.
Alba
blk
g,
3
111
record, as it should have been.
It has *
Hallie had moved up on even terms. Going <Cobden Boy. At the second score they got II In the race for the Osgood cup the threeLothair rn s,
14 2 3
never been claimed that the half-mile’ Fred
around
the
turn
Haroldson
came
very
fast
on
race record for Maine was beaten by
Attorney, b s,
2 2 4 2
the word. Cobden Boy going to the front I year-old
1
a
5 3 3 5 the outside and at the head of the stretch had around
track was more than from three to fivei Helen M blk m,
colts, Haley trotting, as timed by the
the first turn, and was never headedj both
1
Milo
br
g,
4
5
6
4
been
around
the
leaders
and
taken
the
pole,
seconds slower than the mile ring, and it is
in 2.32%, and Calcalli in 2,33.
jogging slowly down to let the rest inside thee judges,
i
Time, 2.37%, 2.38%, 2.37, 2.38%.
winning the heat in 2.30, and adding another f
The bay yearling colt Slide, by The Seer,
eight seconds from the 2.05% of HalI
flag, but the best he could do two were left
4-year-olds and under; purse $150.
to the Maine 2.30 list.
(
for the $50 special offered by H.
Pointer to the 2.18% of Bunco Jr., and' <Gertie B (3yrs.) b m, by Maine
outside, Gen. Mac, second; Maud B., Cylex, started
!
In the third heat four “bike” sulkies ap- (
Wesley Hutchins for the foals of .the horses
Prince,
111
Canton, Old Honesty, Glendale, distanced.
eight and one-half seconds from the 2.05%
Vendome b g, by Maine Prince,
3 2 2 peered. At the word on the first score, Har
get. He made the quarter in 49% seconds
Time, 2.37)4.
of Nancy Hanks to the 2.18% of Nelson,'' jDaisy
T b ra,
2 3 3 oldson made a break and took a run around
the half in 1.36.
On tha second score they got the word andj and
1
Beet
time,
2.45%.
a a • a
the turn, but caught without losing bis lead. Cobden Boy went away in the lead and was
8
Driving Class.
Slake for foals of 1891; one half mile.
Before reaching the half-mile he broke again,
Norval, by Electioneer; dam Norma, Fearnaught
j
never headed, winning the heat io 2.33%.
Prince c s, by Maine Prince, 1 J and at the half-mile Hallie was in front.
The race for the Gent's driving-horses was
The
third
hiat
was
a
repetition
of
the
other
I
j
by Norman, has reduced his record to> 1Wild Roae b f, by Orville,
2 “
r trotted at 11 o’clock a. m. It was a single
At the three quarters, Tid Jefferson had
Perhaps b s by Pickpocket,
3 8
two, Cobden Boy winning easily in 2.37%.
cdash, two miles, to wagon. There were five
2.14^.
P.
4 4 trotted into first place and went under the
a a a •
1 C. P. r s, by Orville,
Lewiston. Me., Sept. 8; purse $200, forr eentries as follows: Nellie Carlyle, blk m, Dr,
Time 1.49%, 1.40.
wire
ahead,
but
for
a
foul
was
placed
last,
and
Elsie Wilkes the bay filly which made'
]T. N. Drake, Pittsfield; Lady Redwood, brm,
Thursday, Sept. 1—2.32 class; purse $200.
the heat given to Hallie in 2.30, another ad- 3.00 pace.
Boy, Ig by Cobden,
1 1 I1 I CColt Farm, Auburn; Frenchman, b g, A. J,
a two-year-old record of 2.29%, is by Dan
j
Berry ch g, by Guarantee,
111,dition to the Maine 2.30 list. Hallie is by Cobden
J
2 2 2j Libby,
t
2 2 2 Harbinger; dam by Monte Christo, and is (General Mac, >r b,
Thorn Wilkes. Her sire is only five yearsi 1 Ned Alien, ch g,
Gardiner; Homespun, b m, E. G,
Cylex, ch h,
4 3 3 _
4 3 3
old, and has only four two-year-olds. Of jMaggie Bbm,
New Castle, and Gip, b g, A. S.
Maud B. gr m,
3 5 4 Baker,
4
Kite ch g,
4 4 4'owned by H M. Lowe of Fairfield.
b h,
6 4dis, CChurch, Augusta.
Time, 2.34%, 2.32%, 2.34%.
these Elsie Wilkes made a record of 2.29%,
The fourth heat was called at 6.30 and it Canton,
J
Old Honesty, I g,
dis
The premiums were awarded as follows:
Foals of 1890.
was growing dark as the horses;got the word
another has trotted a quarter in 40 seconds,
Tims 2.37%, 2.33%, 2.37%.
Frenchman, b g, 1; Lady Redwood, br g,
Withers, by Dandy Withers,
1 1 i at the second score. At the quarter in 37
another has paced a mile in 2.41, and the, Mamie
•
’2.87 Class.
2
Gardner Wilkes h h, by Arrival,
2 2 . seconds Hallie led. At ,the half mile Tid
2;
Homespun, b m, 3. Time, 5.41. Judges,
last has trotted a mile in 2.47, and every
Time 3.10, 3.05%.
J. S. Heald, E. K. Woodman and J. W,
There were lix starters m the 2.27 class1 I J
Jefferson had trotted from eighth position
one is out of a non-standard mare.
2.50 class, $200.
jinto the lead in 1.14, and this she increased and
in the firstbeat Jim Matt, who had drawn1 1Thompson.
a
* • • •
2M. G. D., b s,
1 4
5 4 3 1 1, to the wire which she passed ten lengths the pole, went -way like a race horse, and
Fourth Day.,
2 16
2 12 2
never heaed, going under the wire in I
Probably no new idea ever “took” and, Oakdale Dot, hi g,
of the field in 2.28%. It was too dark was
’
The first event called was the race for foala
Alice E. b m,
4 3
1 1 4 3 3 ahead
1
2.28%.
o
spread all over the country, from the At- ]Eucles,
6 2
2 32
t continue and the race was postponed to ~
to
of 1889, which was on the regular programme
In the seconrheat they got the word at the f(
5 6
3 6
Thursday at 12.30 o’clock.
lantic to the Pacific, like a prarie fire be- Auctioneer,
for Thursday, but was not called on account
Valky r,
3 6
4 dr
first
attempt,
Jtn
Matt
leading
to
the
half
in
Q)
fore a gale of wind, like the new Time, 2.42%, 2.46%, 2.48%, 2.50%, 2.42%,
Running Rare.
of darkness. Five appeared at the appointed
1.15.
At
the
tbee
quarters
St.
Lawrence
had
2 43«, 2.43%.
time for the race, drawing positions as fol
pneumatic tire bicycle sulky, and as we
The running race was a two heat affair and got
R up on even’Brms, ’and coming into the jc
Friday, September 2; free-for-all class, was
,
lows: Easter Maid, Van Helmont Jr., Bor
have never seen in print any particulars in
won by Easterbok in 1.51, 1.53%.
home stretch hd secured a sufficieut lead to
$300.
den, Johnosca, Calcalli
regard to who originated the idea we were Dan Berry, ch s by Guarantee,
The Osgood Cup Race.
titake the pole dd won the heat in 2.29%.
111
At the third score they got away. For the
pleased to have the whole matter placed be- Maggie
1
B-, b m by Gen. Lightfoot,
2 2 2
Bird
bad
come
bry
fast
in
the
last
quarter,
tt
The race for the Osgood cup, presented by *
third quarter Berdeu waa in the lead, pressed
Watson,
b
s
by
Wilton,
3
3
2
.
and finished secHd.
fore us from a reliable source. It has been 5 Time, 2.32%, 2.30%, 2.31.
<Col. C. H. Osgood of Lewiston, was the next a
by Calcalli who was on nearly even terms at
At the word S Lawrence went away ahead,
demonstrated and we believe is an accepted
event. The original conditions were that the
at the half.
Three-vear-old sfako.
•
and
although
at
he
quarter
Bird
was
lapped
fact today, that the 28 inch bicycle wheel «“Gertie B” by Maine Prince.
1 1 i race should be a mile dash for .Maine bred a
At the three quarters they were still lapped
showed her ose in front for an instant,
by Fred Shepard,
2 2 t three-year-olds, with four starters, but as only and
a
is the most favorable for speed,experiments Loe,
1
and
comiDg down the home stretch, Calcalli
Time, 2.57%, 2.50%.
ttwo appeared, Col. Osgood very generously St.
Lawrence
dr*
away
at
the
half
and
wu
I
h
8
with larger and smaller wheels having
showed in front and won in 2.34%.
headed aftf, winning in 2*27%.
2.45 class, $200.
1waived the conditions and allowed the race never
c
In the second heat they went away on the
shown this to be so, although the
When the wortwas given in the fourth heat th
Kentucky Boy^
481355311tto go on. The starters were the bay colt
third attempt, Calcalli taking the lead around
explanation why it is so may be like many jM.
* G. D.,
7 6 6 2 1 1 2 3 4, Haley, owned by W. D. Haley of South Gar- St.
Lawrence
wet
ahead
and
led
to
the
wire
8
the turn. At the quarter Berden was at hia
1 6 5 4 33 1 2 3
other things hard to give. In 1891 Mr. F. (Oakdale Dot,
in 2.29, winning be heat and race.
312822542cdiner, and is by Nelson, out of his famous 11
■addle, and at his shoulder at the half. At
E. Stanley of Newton, Mass., formerly of Moose,
J
Same
Day—pule
$400
for
2.27
class.
Eucles,
2 2 8 1 44 4 5
tbrood mare, Grayndse,) and the brown colt
the three quarters Berden, who had made
Lewiston, Me., and with his twin brother, /Alice E.,
6 4 4 6 6
rCalcalli by Rockefeller, owned by the Colt jSt. Lawrence b gby Gray Dan,
3 111
aa break, dropped back, and Calcalli led under
Jim
Matt
b
g,
bvi
onng
Jim,
1
3
5
5
Lady
Huff,
5
7
7
7
7
w
,
F. O. Stanley, manufacturer of the cele- (
p
Valky r,
8 3 8 5
ffarm, Auburn, Me. Calcalli drew the pole Bird
the wire by ten lengths in 2.35%.
blk m, by SFUght,
2 4 2 2 ph
brated Stanley Dry Plate, while ridiDg on 1Time, 2.40, 2.41, 2.41%, 0.00, 2.44%, 2-44%, and
they got the word at the first score. At Cunard
C
®
Jr. ch h t Cunard,
5 2 3 4 1In the third heat the colts got the word at the
2.48%,
2.61,
2.41.
t
Fannie
W
b
m,
b
Hardy
Horse,
4
6
4
3
the quarter in 38% seconds Haley bad gone F
a bicycle, and reflecting
upon the
6 5 6 6 first
hr time. They came with Calcalli away in
B V b h, by Re Wilkes,
Latt heat trotted Saturday, 10 a. m.
»into the lead, and made the half in 1,15%, the Ben
above fact in regard to the size
the lead who won the heat in 2.37%.
Time, 2.285. 2.29%, 2-27%, 2.29.
th
No time given in fourth heat as the two 1three-quarters in 1.54 and the full mile in
of wheel most favorable to fast time,
.37 Class.
Foals of 1889.
winning oneof the handsomest tro
7
and the advantage of the pneumatic leading horses were set back for running and 7.32%,
Summary:
A
large
field
oforses
appeared for the 2.37
phies
ever
presented
to
winner
by
a
private
the heat given to Eucles.
p
tire in removing the jar in connection with
111
thirteen number, and the scoring for Calcalli,
Ca
______________________________ ndividual.
D
Calcalli trotted a good race, but race,
11
Berden,
222
.the frictionless ball bearing device, the
the first heat wasrolonged, Jessie H. went Johnosca,
Have You Read
*was unable to outfoot his speedy rival.
3 3 3
idea occurred to him that if tbe above ad- KHow Mr. W. D. Wentz of Geneva, N. Y.,
Vi Helmont,
4 4 5
Same Day, mile dash for the Osgood cup from fourth positfc to the front and won the Van
Easter Maid,
5 5 4
first heat in 2.37%closely pursued by Black E1
vantages could be applied to the trotting was cured ot the severest form of dyspepsia ? for
f< three-year-olds.
Time, 2.39%, 2.35%, 2.37%.
Dan who finishedfccond.
1 U
sulky, that it would revolutionize the J]
He said everything he ate seemed like pouring IHaley, b c, Nelson,
2
The thirteen steers all appeared for the
'The first event on Friday’s program was
whole trotting business. He talked the n
melted lead into his stomach. Hood’s Sarsa- Calcalli, br c, by Rockerfeller,
Time, 2.32%.
the
2.50 race.
second
heat.
At:he
third
score
they
got
parilla
effected
a
perfect
cure.
Full
particulars
idea over with his brother, and they drew P<
Foals of 1800.
ai
The
following drew positions: Prince
away. Fred Lottpr went around the turn in
'■
plans for the first bicycle sulky. These will
w be sent you if you write C. I. Hood & Co.,
Wilkes, 1; St. Croix, 2; Topaz, 3; Princess
the lead and was >ver headed, winning the W.
Six
colts
and
fillies
appeared
in
the
race
for
11
Lowell,
Mass.
plans were carried to Mr, Sterling Elliott, L
Ev
Evoli, 4; Joseph R, 5. One score and then
-------------f<foals of 1890 and drew positions as follows: heat without a sk in 2.30%,
the manufacturer.of the well known Elliott
The highest praise has been won by Hood's Dorcas
I
At the word onhe second score the seven the
th« word. St. Croix had a long lead at the
Pratt, 1, May Gift, 2, Grenadier, 3
Hickory Bicycle, and whose place of busl- p
Pills for their easy, yet efficient action.
g
quarter in 39% seconds, the half in 1.18%,
Goldfinch,
4, Norland Wilkes, 5 and Gardner leading horses caie down for.the wordpn an qui
ness Is next door to the Messrs Stanley,
[sept22-lt x
V
sxact line, and go the prettiest start ever
Wilkes,
6. At the word Dorcas Pratt went 63
[Continued on Nxxt Page.]

Auburn, Me., Friday, SepT. 16,1892 • I

iehed consolation lace, the bay mare Themis5 FRANKLIN CO. HORSE BLEEDERS
by Achilles, dam Young Sontag by Volunteer,
ASSOCIATION. *
[From Fourth Page.]
and owned by The Colt Farm. Auburn, wasB’
three quarters m 1.58 and won the heat in a brought out lo go a mile to beat 2.30 for a
consideration. She was driven by Scribner Franklin Park, Farmin^o:;, Aug. 80. 31
jog in 2.38.
This association was etarte I four year
In the second heat St. Croix went around and went to the quarter tu 36 seconds, the halff
the turn in the lead and logged a mile in in 1.13, the three quarters in 1.48. and finished1 ago mainly we think through efforts o
in 2.25 flat.
your correspondent, it being by his solicits
2.35%.
tions that leading citizens and' breeders o
The word at the fourth score: St. Croix
STATE FAIR NOTES.
went away in the lead again and was never
the county were induced to
a call
headed for the heat which he won in 2.30<
<
which retultcd in an organization beini
v Ontoof the most interesting features of thes perfected with the above
.ed title
2.50 Class Summary.
&Ut$ Fair, to one who loves to watch theJ Three meetings have been IW
St. Croix,
1 1 1 trotter in action, is the morning “work-out”
Joseph R.
2 4 2
Two with gratifying peiV try results
Topaz,
3 3 3 at the track. Interested groups of horsemen
Princess Evoli,
4 2 4 may be seen lounging about the entrance, or and one, the last, at a loss; o. Reason be
Prince Wilkes,
5 dis
leaning against the fence watchiDg the almostt ing bad weather and the other ono obvioui
Time, 2.38, 2.35%, 2.30.
•
endless process on as it passes in review before5 to need recurrence.
him.
Here
go
the
trotters
taking
their
r
The
stalls
were
well
filled
hr* the re
First Heat Free-for-all,
morning“breather,” with hoods on,and wrapsi porter missed the fine exhibit of Parlin «£
The free-for-all called out five starters in about the jowl, and here go the stately lords
cluding the veteran Jack Spratt who called of the harem, taking their morning jog,’ French of Montview and Elmdrle farm*
forth a storm of applause when he made his and youngsters of all ages, from the• Phillips, but as Allectas, for erly theii
appearance, which was renewed when he suckling led by the side of a saddled broncho,! leading stallion Hhd been sold,. ».e track al
drew the pole and scored down for the word. to those of maturer age who have passed from Phillips being rebuilt, couseq ;ntly no
Louis P. drew second place, Van Hclmont the kindergarten stage to the increased respon chance to work the colts, such a :ate ofiafthird, Otis Shaw fourth, and Silver Street sibility of drawing a “bike”sulky. And the re fairs Was not so much of a surprise as it
fifth. At the third
score they got marks made, as critical eyes watch the gait of’ would otherwise have been.
the word; Jack Spratt going
around every one as they pass, the comments on
Mr. French, however, had / *** ay one, a
old time pace.
their action,breeding and other points, is both four year old, Alcyone colt dan >y Harry
On the second turn the field was well interesting and instructive.
Clay, Tom Reed two year cld bv Allectus,
bunched about him, and he reached the half
For the time, the labor troubles cease to brother to Irene 2.23*%, dam
■*8ter
in 1.12%. Otis Shaw showed in front in sec
ond place. Around the turn jack Spratt trouble, the presidential contest and the Sulli to H. B. Winship 2.06, with running mate,
shook him off and held his lead to the wire in van and Corbett fight, are forgotten, for the and Princess by Ringwood entered, in the
2.22% amidst the wildest demonstration of the more interesting theme, the American trot 2.50 class.
ter.
crowd, beating his record of 2.23 at seventeen
G. E. Rideout, who drove Frank B. by
At intervals, between the heats of the races
years of age.
to a record of 2.36*%,was hye with a
Bronze
A roar like that of Niagara broke forth Wednesday, the stock of the leading breeders five-year-old by Allectus.
was
brought
out
before
the
grand
stand,
and
from the grand stand as Jack Spratt, driven
Alec Yates of Waterville was
with
by John T, Haines, appeared for the second exhibited for the entertainment of the
heat of the free-for-all. At the third score audience. In this way the get of Warrener Carrier 2.31*%, and Princess -Nelson,
they were sent away, with Jack Spratt in the owned by Messrs. B. F. A F. H. Briggs, was owned by W. A. Yates, Canibas> stables,
E. Vassal boro.
lead. Going up the back stretch, before shown and made a fine display.
All-So, although in no condition to go a
Ralph Foster also had a winnii’’<Mtt‘*d in
reaching the three-quarter mark, Jack Spratt
made a break and Otis Shaw went to the front fast mile, was shown in the stretches, and his Iona S bearing off first money
3.00
and took the pole in the last turn. Coming lordly carriage, and lofty stride, together with and 2.50 classes with ease.
into the stretch, Haines pulled the old horse his almost phenomenal speed, was loudly
The sensational colt, St. Croix, l*a> also
cheered.
out and made a drive for the heat, but failed
from No. Anson and put in h « mile
Bayard Wilkes was shown, and .it seemed here
'
to reach Otis Shaw who went under the wiie
as though the speed of all bis kingly ancestors well below 2.30 with ease.
the winner of the heat in 2.24%.
was in bis limbs as he passed the judge’s
Samuel Pou.pilly came up from Vuburn
At the second score they got the word in stand.
t and
the third heat, Otis Shaw going at once to the
Between the heats Messenger Wilkes was to
' see that the horses got away r
front. Before reaching the three-quarteis brought out and driven an exhioitiou mile. Ed Woodman of Farmington ar ■t ,G.
v
of Rangeley were associs ■ with
Jack Spratt broke and dropped back, and it He reached the quarter in 37 seconds, the Smith
'
looked as though, like the famous John L., half in 1.15, the three-quarters in 1.51, and the him.
The first event for Tuesday, p. m.
1
he had fought one battle too many, but at the full mile in 2.30%.
1were the 2.37 class. Out of a gt od fleli
half he was a good second. On the last turn
The Barrett Bros, made a fine exhibit of 1of entries five horses started; they . ere St.
Haines rallied the old horse, but he had to be the Fairview farm stock, headed by Col. West Croix,
1
the gallant little four-yeai ’i,. 1 son
content with the second place,Otis Shaw win son of Egbert, and Westland by Col. West.
<of Nelsoi/a Wilkes from a daught .ref Gid
ning again in 2.24%.
One of the prettiest, cleanest, and. most de- (
Black Max by Tom Patchen Jr., dam
J
At the third score they were’off again. At the sirable exhibits in the horse line, at the eon
troan
quarter in 35 seconds Otis Shaw had a good grounds is that of W. D. Haley of South by Winthrop Morrill; Myrtle, the
lead. He reached the half in 1 10%. Coming Gardiner. Few in numbers, but gilt-edged in 1mare by Oxford Boy, son of F .impton,
into the home stretch Van Helmont came out quality. At the head is the bay colt Haley by Lord Nelson, Jr., a full brother to Katie
of the field like a cylone, and out-trotted Otis Nelson; dam the well known, to old time 1B 2.24*% and Maggie Franklin, ;by Dr.
Shaw to the wire, but for several handy race goers, brown mare Graynose by Fear- 1Franklin> dam Maggie Miller 2.26’g.
breaks early in the heat he was placed third, naught. There are others from the same
The colt St. Croix was the cynosure of
and the heat and race twento Otis Shaw in foundation stock. We have always felt that all
,
eyes in the race as his owne rs lad
2.34.
Graynose would prove a gold mine as a brood favowed their intention of placing him in the
Foals of 1888:
mare, and it now looks as though she would ,
list here, If the thing could be done
The race for foals of 1888 brought out three prove one.
There was no intention of doinf ? 1* in
It was rumored at the track on Wednesday
starters only. Grsnieta drew thepfele. They
1 first heat as we undent00the
went away at the second attempt, Granieta in that Mr. C. H. Nelson would take hi« string the
l,"> Spri*<ft*e!p.
, %t ume. wnicI jt!K*
the lead, and\, ou uie heat
« 47cd
Granieta went away fast in the second heat tion has withdrawn from the National esse- aft r.e first tuffi kfid
and reached the quarter in 36% seconds, the ciation, and where he will make t he atterop 1lead at the half, his owner with tim ? in
1
half in 1.12%, and it was evident that she was to beat the world’s stallion record with his hand
called “1.15,’’ it was then evident
going for a record. The three quarters {mark famous horse. From that point he will prob- tthat the bay horse would go in the list bar
she reached in 1.48, and finished the mile in ably go to Grand Rapids, the association there jring a tumble down. Up the back side the
2.25%. A great mile, and another in the 2.30 offering to pay their fine, if such an arrange pace was faster and the remainder of the
list. Granieta was foaled in 1888, bred by Al ment can be made. The fine is fixed not to 1
party were busily engaged in fighting the
onzo Libby of Westbrook, and was by Rocke exceed $500, orsuspensi on or expulsion, for 1
flag,
two of them without success.
allowing
an
expelled
man
to
trot
his
horse
*
feller, son of Electioneer, and is owned by
The time was 2.28*%, last half ^1.13*%,
Messrs. B. F. t F. H. Briggs, the owners of over an association track. Hence, the action
of this association is taken with a full 1and it is an open secret that some, patches
her sire. Her dam is by Messenger Knox.
knowledge of the penalty attached.
made
1
it a> fast as 1.12.
Consolation Race.
Wednesday was a great day for the FsirBlack Max showed up finely in this heat
Two of its |and must have trotted in 2.34. The re
The fifth race on the programme was the view Farm, Skowhegan Me.
,
consolation race for horses beaten in the pre representatives went into the 2.30 li^t in maining
heats were not fast as there was
t attempt to win from St. Croix. Black
vious races, for which a purse of $200 was of- different races, Mahlon in the 2.40 class, and no
Tid
Jefferson
in
the
2.31
class.
Mahlon
is
,
ered. The first heat was won handily by
Max contenting himself when secondjmoney
Oakwood in 2.33%, as also was the second in only four years old, and is by Alcantara; dam
was earned.
2.33. It was now quite dark but the anxiety Blanche Jefferson, by Thomas Jefferson, 2d 1
St. Croix was bred by T. T. Abbott ot
to finish the programme caused the judges to dam May Day (dam of Nancy 2.23%) by
Anson, who also bred the sensational
1
ask the drivers if they should go on. A unani Miles Standish, 3d dam the old pacing wonder North
‘
horse Tom King which, after a
mous consent being given the third heat was Pocahontas, 2.17%. He is a very handsome, “Wood’s”
j
called. Oakwood made a break before reach smooth turned colt, and should trot in 2.20.
full
winter on a lumber hauling team in the
A. E. Sawyer of So Norridgewock has in forests
j
ing the quarter and Combination went, to the
of Maine, came out and did his
t
front and won the heat in 2.39. A postpone stall 116 one of the handsomest three year old mile
in 2.30 in a race.
colts
on
the
grounds.
He
is
a
beautiful
bay,
ment was now inevitable.
He is owned by Webster Williams of
not large but finely formed and has a coat
Friday’s Races.
like satin. He is by Lumps 2.21, by George North Anson and E. P. Williams of Bos
ton, and is well driven by Ed Russell of
Friday, Sept. 9, purse $1,000, free-for-all.
Wilkes 2.22, and is called Lumps Jr.
Otis 8haw, b g by Don Carlos,
2 111
In the p. m. between the heats of the races, Skowhegan.
’
Jack Spratt, br g by Tom Patchen, 12 2 2 there were several exhibitions of speed and
The 3.00 class brought forth eight starters
Van Helmont, blk h by Harbinger, 3 3 3 3
1and was won in straight heats by Iona S.;
Louis P. b g by Pickering.
5 4 5 4 stock shown to halter.
A two months old colt owned by R.8. John- the
t
8ilver Street, b m by Nelson,
4 5 4 5
mare by Albrino.
Time 2.22%, 2.24%, 2.24%1 2.24.
son of Turner, and sired by Kinsman, brother
C ara G. by Fleet’s Ilambletonian, and
toGlenarm, was shown to halter and excited
Same Day, stake for foals of 1888.
Granieta, b m by Rockefeller,
111 much admiration as he was led up and down
Narka, b m by Messenger Wilkes,
2 2 2 the stretch, for his wonderful action.
Milk Maid, b m,
3 3 3
The bay yearling colt Slide by The Seer,
Time, 2.35%, 2.35%, 2.33.
was driven a half mile for the special pre
Fourth Heat, Consolation Race.
mium of $50, offered by H. Wesley Hutchins
At nine o’clock a. m. on Saturday the hortee of
< Auburn for the get of the above horse. He
were called up for the finish of the console- trotted
i
the half mile in 1.36.
tion race. At the word Combination went
The roan horse, Early Bird record 2.21%,
away ahead, but before reaching the three by
1 Jay Bird; dam Beulah by Harold, and
quarters he broke and Adye took the pole owned
<
by Dr. T. N. Drake of Pittsfield, was
around the last turn and looked like a sure in
i the stretch to harness.
winner, but Scribner pulled the gray horse
The horse Arrival 2.24%, by Charlie Wilkes,
out and made one of his characteristic drives idam of Alcantara, owned by the Pine Tree
and landed him under the wire first by a !Stock Farm, was shown to halter in front of
head. Time, 2.34.
ithe grand stand, with several of bi* get.
In the fifth and what proved to be the last •Another young horee from the fame farm
excited much interest is the bay colt
heat, Combination went away ahead. Be- which
'
fore reaching the three-quarters Adye, who Dare Wilkes, by Charlie Wilkes 2.21% ; dam
Willie TiUbrook
was at the leader’s wheel, made a break and Martha Wilkes 2.08, the fastest race mare in
8on of
dropped back, and Combination won the heat the world.
Lou Westland, a yearling brown filly by
and race.
Westland, was driven an exhibition |half-mile
Summary.
by her owner Mr. J. F. Barrett of Portland, of McKeesport, Pa., had a Scrofula bunch under
Combination gr h, C. B. Wel
one ear which the physlcan lanced and then It
lington,
6 2 1 1 1 1and made the half in 1.38%.
The Fairview Farm stock of Skowhegan, became a cunning sore, and was followed by
Oakwood b h,
116 4 5
ervslpelas. Mrs. Tillbrook gave him
Dixmont ch g, by Olympus,
3 4 2 3 2 Maine,
:
was exhibited to halter, with the great
Adye ch m, by Gen. Custer,
5 6 4 2 4 All-So at the head. Redwood, Von All So,
Italia blk h, by Victor,
4 3 3 5 3
Mahlon and other were included.
Gold wood b h,
7 6 5 dr
the sore healed up, he became perfectly well
A pretty sight was a little lady, Miss Bishop and is now a lively robust boy. Other parents
Adelaide M. b m,
2 dr
Snowstorm b g,
8 dr
< of New York, aged IL, who appeared driving whose children suffer from Impure blood
Time, 2.&%, 2.33, 2.39, 3.34, 2,34%.
, a pair of Shetland ponies to a dog cart with should profit by this example.
Last two heats trotted on Saturday, a. m.
,a colored coachman about the same age,
HOOD’8 PlLL8 ’.uie Habitual Constipation by
During the concluding heats of the unfin- <dressed in livery accompanying her.
1restoring peristaltic action of the alimentary canal.
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Mayor Tillbrook

Hood’s Sarsaparilla

owned by E. T. Gilman of Farmington,
landed second money. Miss Vida, owned
by M. O. Edwards of Monmouth, got by
Red Jacket, was third, and Princess Nel
son got back her entrance money.
The colt races were not exciting.
Likewise by Gideon Chief, dam by Dan
iel Boone owned by J. W. Oliver of North
Freeman, Pine Orchard Farm” and men
tioned in a last spring’s Turf, Farm and
Home, won first money “too” easily mak
ing a record of 2.52, just equal to St.
Croix’s record on our track last year. He
is bred similarly to Mollie S., a mare
which a ill go into the lkt when her owner
names the day and can go a mile in 2.45
now.
The yearling race was a walkover for
for Fannie Wilber by Nelson’s Wilkes dam
Midnight Maid by Winthrop Morrill,
owned at one time by the late Robert Potter of Wilton. This filly is owned by A.
J. Linscott of Jay and went as steady as

rrecord of the'track and Is the first entry to
tthe 2.30 list ever made thereon. The asso
c
ciation
will be on hand for next year.
Summaries.

Second Day—2.27 class; purse $200.
jE. K. Woodman, ch m Schoolmarm
by Olvmpus,
1
C. A. Marston, blk g Fred M,
3
Silver Lawn Stables, br g Currier,
2

1 1
2 2
3 3

TIME.

<;
Quarter
Half
Three-quarters
Mile
36%
*>,1.14
1.52
2.30%
36
1.14
1.60
2.30
36%
1.13%
1.50%
• 2 30%
2.50 class; purse $100.
D. M. Foster, ch m Iona S, by Al
brino,
111
J. E. Mosher, ch g Cupid,
2 2 2
Cannibas
Stable, Princess Nelson,
3 3 3
7
G. B. Hilborn, b g Dash,
4 4 4
p
Princess
ch m,
5 dis
Locomotive
ch g,
dis
*■
*

*

TIME.

Quarter
Half
Three-quarters
Mile
40
L20%
2.00
2.40%
39
1.19
1.57
2.39%
3*
1.18%
1.69
2.41
Jock work.
g 4-year-old; purse $50.
Farmer, bro g Fred R, by Pha
Grayson Girl owned by Frank Carville Sam
raoh,
1 1 1
2 2 2
of Farmington got second money. G4. W. JJ. B. Greaton, ch g Ned,
N.
C.
Allen,
blk
g
Opossum,
3 3 3
Harris’s, Minnie H., by All So, 220*%; 3d
Time, 3.10, 3.08, 3.03%.

and Pete, J. C. Miller, Wilton 4th. Gray
2-year*old; purse $50; half-mile heats.
son Girl and Pete by Chas. Richards, J.
j W. Oliver, blk f Imogene by
Imaus, ££..
J
1 1
Grayson one of our best stock horses.
V L. Jones, Ben J'.,
W.
2 2

Summary.
Time, 1.41. 1.33.
First Day, 2.37 class:
St. Croix b s, (4) bv Wilkes, dam by
MAKE HORSES AT MYSTIC.
Gideon, W. williams,
111
Black Max blk s, by Tom Patchen
t
Bayard Wilkes and JYoung Pilot Win
Jr., G. H. Brown,
2 2 3
Three Races.
Myrtle ro m. F.C.Merrill,
3 3 3
lord
-Tr.,b h, W. S. Skofiefd, dis
On Tuesday the fall meeting at My
MFrank 1
bro m D» U l*w*Park, Boston, openel with three races. The
' 1’ ~
‘71 *~J.- 0 - *!*•
r'
'* *
' * • **
3.00 class— purse, $100. *
the Maine ’ horse, Young Pitot, in straight
Iona S ch m, by Albrino, D. M. Fosheats. Young Pilot is by Black Pilot, d m,
ter,
111.
Knox by Col. Ellsworth, son of Usn.
Clara G b m, E. F. Gilman,
2 2 2 Nancy
1
and hence a brother to Pilot Knox,
Miss Vida b ns. M. O. Edwares,
3 3 4 Knox,
*
Princess Nelson b m, Canibas stables, 6 5 3 22.19%. The time was 2.22%, 2.24%, 2.23%.
Dash b h, G. H. Hilborn,
4 6 5-]
Dusk b m, B. A. Swasey,
6 4 6 This adds another to the Maine 2.30 list.
On the same day, the 2.24 class for pacers
Forest King blk g, M. W. Bean,
dis
Clingstone bro m, T. Stone,
dis
vwas won by Bayard Wilkes, owned by C. P.
Time, 2.40, 2.41%. 2.43.
1Drake of Lewiston. Bayard Wilkes made no
Three year-olds—purse, $40.
Dmove to win the first heat, but from that point
Likewise bro s, by Gideon Chief, J. W.
flmade a clean snap, going to the front in the
Oliver,
'7 :
1 1 next three in 2.19%, 2.20%, 2.19%. Bayard
Electric b s, by Broadway, A. F. Per
kins,
2 2^Wilkes is by Alcantara, dam Barceua by Bay
Topsy S b m, T. Stone,
3 3aard ; 2d dam Blandina, by Mambrino Chief;
Time, 3.06%, 2.52.
33d dam the Bureh mare, dam of two m the
One year-olds—purse, $20.
.j2.30 list, and is one of the coming pacers.
Fannie Wilkes blk f, by Wilkes, A J.
Linscott,
1 1
Grayson Girl bro f, by Grayson, F. E.
RACES AT GORHAM.
Carville,
2 2
Minnie H b f, by All So,G. W.Harris, 3 3
Pete b s, by Grayson, J.C. Miller,
0 0
Gorham, Sept. 14.
Time, 1.54, 1.67%.
The following are the summaries of the
Wednesday looked dark and the faces of races here yesterday:
2.38 class; purse $150.
the management were corresponding
M. T. Pooler, blk s Mahlon, 5 6 2 1 1 1
gloomy.
J. A. Trafton, r s Fred
A good excuse would have resulted In
Lothair,
1 1 5 8 4 2
postponement, but as no rain of conse- J.
J Scott Jordan, b m Dolly
H,
321223
quence fell it was thought best to trot pI. A. Hanson, bg Attorney, 4 5 4 4 3 4
6
4 3 3 dr
off as advertised In the face of an un- £F.
P P. Cox, br g Milo,
Clark
Brothers, b m Gypsv, 8
8 6 5 dr
doubted loss.
yW.E. Cram,
blk m, Helen M,2
7 7 6 dis
Schoolmarm won the 2.27/flass and with Foss
F
& Churchill, b m Josie
Campbell,
7
3
8 dis
Fred M. pacing at the last turn and down G
George W.Ward,cb m Iona S.9 dr
the head of stretch could have come near Time,
1
2.32, 2.29%, .2.33%, 2.30%, 2.34, 2.34t
to distancing the field as she can do a mile
Three minute class; purse $100.
2.25. Yates with Currier caught Rogers Ira
I Woodbury, Topaz,
2 2 11
112 1
napping in the first heat and beat him for H.
F P. Tozier, b g Joseph R.,
H. H. Petrin, br m French Girl,
4 53 dis
second place. Best time 2.30.
cCharles R. Wescott, b g, Chest
3 3 4 3
The 2.50 class was a gift to Iona S., s nut Jim,
S. S. Andrews, b g, Good Friday, 3 3 4 3
Cupid by Beausire could go better than a JJ. J. Ford, g g, Anniversary,
5 6 6 5
7 dis
2.35 gait bat had been in only one race and F.
F A. Clark, b g, Dick Clark,
Time, 2.36%, 2.39%, 2.40%, 2.38%.

J

was not stayed up for fast work, conse
quently went for what he could get—
second place.
Priness Nelson was well driven by
Yates and landed third in the three heats.
Dash by Messenger Wilkes, dam by
Daniel Lambert, was speedy but a little
wild.
Best time 2.39*%.
.
The fcur-year-old race was won by Fred
K., owned by S. Farmer, Esq., of Phillips,
a large, good looking brown gelding by
Pharaoh, son of Black Monitor.
Pine Orchard Farm again uncovered a
winner in the two-year-old class, the same
being the black filly Imogone by lmans,
son of Princeps, dam by Shooting Star.
She went a half in 1.33 and Is very speedy.
Ben J., owned by W. S. Jones, Strong,
got by Allectus, dam by Black Hawk Chief
won second money,
The mile by St. Croix beats the race

NORWAY'S ANNUAL FAIR,
The Oxford County Agricultural society

oopened its fiftieth annual fair at Norway
Tuesday,
there being a good attendance. Sam
T
uuel Pompiily of Auburn officiated as starter.
The summary:
T
2.37 class.
Hebron b s by Princess, H. L.
B
Horne,
2 111
N
Nellie Medium br m, by Paris,
C. A. Young,
Myrtle rn m, F. R. Merrill,

12 3 3
3 3 2 2
4 4 4 4
Time, 2.40, 2.39%, 2.41%, 2.42%.

N
Ned R. b g, F. E. Crooker,

3.00 class.
V
Wilder
Patchen, blk sby Victor
Patchen, O. P. Farrington, -31141
Little Fred, br s, by Robinson
D, Robinson Dean,
12 2 12
Dash
b 8, George B. Hilborn, 2 4 4 2 3
r
Hawkeye bm, R. O. Jordan,
AArthurette b m, J. A. Brooks, 54 35 53 35 45
Time, 2.44%, 2.44%, 2.44%, 2.44%, 2.44%.
T

A

DRESS

MODEL.

She Must Hav« a 38-inch Rant, a 22luch Waist and a 43-inch Skirt.

A Prize Picture Puzzle.

Good dress models are always in de
mand in large houses where women
A_K^PLANAT,ON.- The fonowir g picture contain* four face#, a man and hi. three daughters
may go and tyuy dresses ready made.
Any onecan find the nan » face but it is not so easy to di.tirt.’ ush the faces of the three young ladies.
Every year manufacturers and mer
m>e picture was published in a few newspapers some tune ag . and attracted considerable attention to
chants advertise for dress ifaodels. Their
our standard remedies. We now offer a new prue competiti- n in connection with it. As the sole object
«s to Introduce <>ur medicines into new homes, those who entered the former competition are requested
advertisements are answered by many
not to com pete in this one. As to the reliability of “The Ford PHI Co.,’ andthe ration m whkSthdr
women of good forms, intelligence and
Medicines are held in Toronto, Canada, where they are be.t-kr
patrons are referred to the daily
newspapers, wholesale druggists and leading business houses g ^rifi , of Toronto.
7
ability, but not many have the require
ments necessary to a first class model.
The physical requirement is of course
the most essential. To be a good dress
model an applicant for the position must
have long arms. Nothing looks worse
than a dress whose sleeves hang down
over thd hands, and as there are many
women whose arms are quite long a
model’s arms must be at least full up to
the average to fill out the dresses made
to meet the jleinanris of these customers.
The other physical requkffements are a
long waist, a 38-inch bust, a 2&>inch Belt
and a 43-inch skirt.
These proportions are what manufac
turers and merchants have found to be
the average. Very few women, except
the very fat, will vary more than an
inch or two either way from these meas
urements, and if a model is, quick and
intelligent and of the given proportion*
almost any dress can be made to look
well on her by the aid of a few pins
deftly thrust in at the right places.
These dimensions will always insure a
girl a good position, for New York fairly
swarms at the beginning of each season
with out of town buyers who are only
too glad by the assistance of a good 1
model to aid them in the selection o *
their wearing apparel. They claim, ard
rightly, too, that it is an advantage t< I
see their dresses on another woman
They can then judge of them better th&u.
they can by standing before a mirror
proprietors of “The Ford Pill Co.,” will give
Int r«;r of Shetland Ponlon.
®?rr!a8O and HfirnO88, valued.at .600, (del
free in any ®rV®(
S.’Sfs,
with the dress on themselves, and be
Lartw-.
iu"
?a"
,he
daughters
laces.
To the rcccrf will be given an elegant
sides the trouble of donning and doffing
a dress, with all its accompanying in
conveniences, is thus avoided.
While the figure is the main thing. I
however, a girl with a pretty face can
-ind^dore^m* Jkh
’
'tricing a cross with a lead pencil on each,
obtain a better position than one who is |
Sill5t" ’.?W
» ’ amp. f r «
J of the following “Prize Remedies:”—
>ord • Prize Catar-h Remedy," or “Ford’a Prize
plain in feature—other things being I Conwii
IMllVo
* w n*
oneof he fthoW remtH* you desire.
Address “The Ford
equal. A good head of hair of a net
twistTr‘ront°» C-« <iada. The person whose envelope is
awanI.cd
P™ and ti 1 others in order of merit. As this adver.
very pronounced color too, is a desider
n\apf*s»« simultaneously throughout the UaW-4 States, every one has an equal opporatum. Besides this a model should 1>e
an,wer
B«'«nan elegant Upright Concert
* ano,
valued at 8500.00. Tothr
per ’> tr«n the Zrr/sending a correct answer
able to converse correctly and agreeably,
gC.Et J™?" 8 fine °?,d “San<,°* ’’
>*• *hich strikes the Sours and quarter
she must be patient and strong, so as to I .
i cathedral gong at pleasure, and valued at S. .<>0.00. To the scr^from the last, a
V
P*0®81* hre To the Mt, 7 from the last,a first -class English Shot.
stand all day long if necessary.
F11"’ 7 °tbe
» gt'ltc of Parlor F jrnlture. io the/i/th from the Au/, a
English girls are undoubtedly the first
2±^mJrnTtb\Te?SerV\C°* To the
fv. ,n the X an elegant Plano Eamp. To thS
( (r°7Lth? 1 nbandson» P%r of Portieres To the eighth from the leut, a genuine
choice for dress models. They are likely,
thertraveJiing Trunk. To the
from the
two pieces of gen tine french
more than the girls of any other conn-, Statuary, and many other prises in order of merit
try, to have what is known as the “trade
SPFCIAh PBIZFS FOR ^ACH STATE.
figure.” There are also a good number
of French and Americans, but very few
e_Aof,“ 8,,H
Pattera (sixteen yards, nny color), or a first-claw
Row lilgf Machine (any make desired) will be civ. , i, the fr,t person in each State in the
of any other nationalities.
Lyerly?^^?r‘.khe‘hi,r'eM^ghe'haJ goe away 200 Talnuble prize.,
A yearly trip to Europe is among the
* f-n"' •ho“Idb* “»»>•"▼ sending c roet answers.) No charge is made for boxing
K
P? £ Th*
°f he lea,l?“
W,H he published in connection with our
perquisites of good models, who are at
n,;
l'a't,"g newspapers next month. Extn
remit,ma will be given to only those who are
the same time good business women. If
wuhng to assist in introducing our medicines. Nothing
charged for the prires in any way. They
to,n"°!lac' andndvertlse - F
-rl ,e RemSdlei" wSch ant
they are shrewd they not only clear their
iri»?w
,2.eV'7 f ' “y far 5 - *’ ‘
hav' *>«“ onc' introduced. All
expenses for their employers, but secure
Sabe imt"
'id^Lc free of d.^A^ioo to the public. TU remedies
a good commission besides. They go to
Paris and London and have pattern
A WATCH FOR BVBB1 kstTRECT ANSWER.
dresses made tb p* thepa. Thesi they
wear at least oiice, then pack them in I w«ri^nwehotso^iI?m‘omof9E'nu!”ek"Pe,tr,<’"r*’’ •'ch' f*»«u winder,) will be awarded to every
fTrCCt answerwitb‘P jodays aftr, tui ad err-cment appears, io case they should n<5
their trunks. If the customs officer*
hen
to *5ure °ne ^he law prue*. 'i hat i if arfy «ne can find the thnre faces and
challenge one of these returning models
»hk hm 3°rd.ty’ifr!? the nme th“ adver isemarrt appears in the newspaper, they are
^ilhS
«
n.®
,7din« pn/es,.or an < >t
p, -i^um of a watch on conditions stated.
she has but to put on the garments
,oronr °'Fo*d’a Prize Remedies
which have excited the suspicions of the I * Address THE FORD PILL CO, 37, Cer.“nu
Wellington A Bay Sts., Toronto, Canada.
officers to prove that they were made for
her. They always fit to a T, and the offi
cer is readily convinced that a mistake
had been made.
Arrived in New York these dresses
serve as patterns of the latest London
or Parisian designs, upon which are
made many others for consumption in I
the home market. But their usefulness
does not always end there. After serv
ing their purpose, the alterations neces
sary to make them fit a short or slight
figure are very easily effected, and they
bring a good price.
Employers are liberal with good mod
els; so after figuring up the value of the
dresses, both for patterns and for mer
chandise, the model is paid a generous
commission on the amount over and
above tho expenses of her trip.
Good models are paid good salaries.
Their pay is of course regulated by the
size of the house by which they are em- ___
ployed. In the medium sized establish
ments they receive $20 or $25 a week,
and in the largest houses they receive
$30, $40 and in some cases even as high
as $50.
But their duties are trying to both
body and mind, and there are very
few who remain in the business for any
great length of time. They are at the
beck and call of every woman who in
tends to purchase a dress or cloak and
are turned about like dummies. Often '
their figures will not stand the strain
for more than two or three years, in
which case their places are taken by
fresh models, and often they find tho
constant mental strain too wearing and
seek other and less remunerative posi
tions.—New York Press.
Corn in the Husk.

Never put corn in hot water to boil. I
have used the following recipe for
years for cooking green corn, and every
one who has eaten it declares it perfect.
First, buy good corn. In selecting be
sure that the silk at the end of each ear
Is brown; then open each ear, and by
pressing the finger nail in one of the
kernels see that the milk flows freely.
Remove the outside husks and take all
the silk from the ear, leave the inside
husks on, put in a kettle of cold water.
To every six ears put one tablespoonful
of salt and three tablespoonfuls of sugar;
place kettle on fire and let boil just five
minutes after it comes to a boil. It will
then be perfect. Serve with husks on,
fcbvered with a large napkin.—New York
Herald.

ANUFACTURERS, 'wholesale and retail dealers in Horse Powers, Threshing

^Machines, Wood Sawing Machines, Cider Mills, King of the Cornfield Corn
MPlanter,
Wheelbarrows, Merchandise, Hotel and Bag Trucks, Feed and Root Cutters,
Barrel Headers, Harrows, Wagon Jacks, Garden and Lawn Rollers, Fanning Mills, and
a general line of Agricultural Implements ard Machines. Jobbers supplies in large or
small quantities. Goods for export a specialty. Send for general catalogue and prices.
Machine work and repair work neatly and prompty done.

jnlgeat-tfh-tf

a few paces above our tent and got h >Id
of about sixty feet of heavy fenping
wire. This he dragged down to Kh©
edge of the lake, and turning up on^eud
of it made a hook about two feet across.
By DAN DE QUILLE.
Going down the shore a few rods he re
(Copyright, 1892, by American Preaa Aaaoot- turned with about half of an old red
••♦’nix 1
flannel shirt, which he fastened upon his
PROLOGUE.
hook for bait. Next he got a riiece of
plank about six feet long and ^tened it
upon his wire line for a float. This d >ne,
he took up the plank and lau. 4 ed hook
and all out some two rods fpin shore
with a tremendous plash.
“Never mind me skeerin ^way yer
little minners,” said Buck to cur party;
“you’ve treated us like full grown white
men and now I’ll soon ketch u u suthin
wuth while—that is, s’posin
r’s airy
rale old Massissippi cat in tM ©*• fr°S

THREE NATIVES OF FIKE

Buck then seated himself

little

hillock of tules and gazed
at his
float with a comically serious A>k of ex
pectation.
The other Pikes—for all tfcipeofour
visiting brethren hailed froi 1 me land
of “Joe Bowers”—gazed app
gly at
what had been done, sayii<Js -ver and
over: “That’s the racket! 3bck’s got
the true old Massissippi bnsio ?♦«!”
Presently Buck began totax w signs
ef nervousness. His eyes lVed, his
His
face twitched and his arms
two pards crept near himannNftth their
hands upon their knees stood gazing in
tently at the float. Buck laid a finger
on his lips warningly. Then nandiug
his line to one of the men heovtended
both hands as far as he couM reach,
showing that he had got a nib/ie from
‘a fish at least six feet in lengft This
done he again laid a warning Inger on
his lips and resumed his line. Not a
‘
word
was spoken and the faces of all
three showed signs of intense excite
ment.
boon Buck’s eyes again began to ex
pand, the muscles of his face worked
•
and
at last his whole body At as con
vulsed. Turning to his com Jnions he
held up his hand and waved
toward the end of the line.
The men understood the signal, and
moving back some twenty feet they
took up the wire and, placin’ *t over
their shoulders, braced themsoi’ ^ and
,stood awaiting further orders.^
Soon Buck gave a wicked ^itch at
his line, uttered a wild who- p and,
springing to his feet, ran to uiere his
pards, bent nearly double, wer TSl ratching gravel in a vain endeavor o climb
the sloping bank and haul in 1 line.
On reaching his men Buck gave sev
eral bull teamster yells, bestow* <1 a few
vigorous kicks on each and 1v , oeing
that., no progress was made, V 1m inself
fell to and took the line over h i^^ulder.
After much hauling anA^Mroping
the line began to move,
>meut
after something gave way a’ Jf* three
liat upon Hwnr '
they arose and stood gazing si *.e an
other, their faces the picture • disap
pointment and mortification. At last
Buck’s face brightened somewhat, and
signing to his men to hold onto the line
he went to the edge of the lake to inves
tigate. He hauled in his plank float;
then getting into the edge of the water
he pulled in the remainder of the line.
Holding it aloft he showed the hook
straightened out and the bait gone.
The other Pikes went down to the
water’s edge and each in turn examined
what had been on the hook. One of
them then made a mark on the beach
with his foot, stepped off about six
paces and made another mark. All
three stood looking at the marks for a
time, when the second of Buck’s pards
marked about two feet farther. With
a sneering expression on his face Buck
took up two cobblestones, and placing
them some twenty-five feet apart turned
to his companions, who gazed first at
the two stones and then at Buck in the
greatest astonishment. Buck gave an
affirmative nod, and apparently' that
settled it; the faces of his companions
cleared up at once.
The Pikes came up to where we were
seated, when Buck broke the silence by
savin?: “Gents. I own that I’m aston
ished^ Thare air a catfish in tnat iaae
that it would be wuth any man’s while
to ketfch. He’s almost like one of the
ole Massissippi cats. He’s got a wagon
lokd of meat in him.”
Altogether it was a very creditable
piece of pantomime, and *there was no
saying that the actors had not earned
another treat.
Meantime I sauntered down to where
Buck had been seated and saw the piece
of flannel shirt that had been on the
hook lying just under the water. In
hauling in the wire Buck had cunningly
planted his foot on it, thus straightening
out his hook and stripping off the bait.

A very creditable piece of pantomime.
Last summer I made one of a party of
25<ts. per year is all the “millionaire Comstockers” who went
over to Washoe lake on a piscatorial ex
difference between the cost pedition. The fish there to be caught
are principally that species of catfish
of
known in the Atlantic states as horned
pouts or bullheads.
“Knights of the angle” of the present
day are apt to turn up their noses when
mention is made of bullhead fishing.
Generally, however, when a man goes
out after cattish he sinks all artistic
feeling—he goes in for “meat.”
It is an easy matter to catch*catfish.
Yon have only to procure tackle strong
and the commonest kind enough to draw them out of the water,
using a hook according to the expected
you can buy and that for size of your game. The size of the cat
fish appears to be a good deal regulated
your entire family.
by the size of the stream or lake in which
it is found. The larger the body of water
Nastf, Whiton & Co., New York.
the bigger the fish.
As already stated, we were a small
party of Comstockers, and were at
Washoe lake more for “meat” than
Bport. Of course all fishing is to some
extent satisfying to man’s inherent in
stinct for the capture and slaughter
20 & 22 BEACH ST., BOSTON, FOR
of all wild creatures of land, ’water and
I air.
I
We had strewed the shore with several
Bcore of bullheads when we saw ap
CELEBRATED DISTILLATION OF
proaching ns through the tnles border
ing the lake three men, who by their
dress and lack of both coat and [vest
appear**! to bu ruucli hau'V employed
the neighborhood. The men seemed to
We handle the only original bottling. . be merely strolling about in the enjoyF. G. T. burnt in cork. We deliver * ment of a half holiday, as they carried
from Boston store, or ship direct from neither guns nor fishing tackle.
Cincinnati, in cases or in bulk.
The trio had probably sighted our
tent and wagon from afar, and knowing
from previous pleasant experiences that
all true fishermen fail not to go forth
well provided with the wherewithal to
counteract the had effects of an acci| dental wetting had resolved to nav us a
r rnenaiy visit, in run commence tnat tne
rights of camp hospitality would not be
neglected by our parAt all events,
the trio, moving in Indian
tip to our temporary canrn pitched on
the margin of tho lake, And fleeted us
with three stentorian “heBoos!”
Their greeting having been duly an
swered in kind, it was next in order to
bear in mind the social amenities and
uncork the “hospitalities” of the camp.
I It soon became evident that no one of
1 the trio had ever been whipped when
young for holding his breath. They
showed themselves to be willing and ca
THE ORIGINAL t
pable men.
tod Only Complete and Satisfactory
All were stalwart fellows of six feet
Condensed Mince Meat in tho Market.
Cheap SatHiUtutea and Crude Imitations
are offered with the aim to proUt by tho popular- ! to six feet four inches in height, and all
Ity Ot tho New Mngland.
, were big jointed and rawboned—not an
»<> not b© deceived but always Inrtst on the
ounce of superfluous flesh from head to
Mew fnfflnnd JBrssnd. The best made.
SOLI) BY ALL (ilKH EIia.
heels. All wore beards of the billy“ goat style, all were shaded by huge
’ sombreros, and all were somewhat
above middle age; also were as much
alike as three candles cast in the same
mold.
,
At first our visitors were somewhat
backward in speech and manner, hut by
the time they had made some progress
No starving required.
in the congenial task of testing the sev
eral kinds of. liquid provender with
No poisonous medicines.
. which tent ana wagon were stocked
No hindrance to business or their tongues were loosened; they felt
quite at home.
general habits.
Presently the tallest and apparently
No ill effects following the' the oldest of the trio said the sight of
catfish made him feel young again.
treatment.
“But, fellers,” said he, “I don’t much
I can send my treatmentt keer to fool with sich ornery, wutbless
CHAPTER I.
. little tadpoles as you’ve been ketchin.
TUB
8TORY
OP TUK FIRST PIKJL
anywhere, with full instruc I’m from ole Missouri, I am. Down
tions, that will expel the worm,, thar, when yer ketch a catfish, you’re
a a-layin in pervisions. When you’ve
head and all, in about three" hooked yer cat yon jist take yer line
hours, without sickness or the» over yer shoulder, hump yer hack, march
inland and haul your meat ashore. It’s
jist as easy to ketch big catfish as little
least danger.
if thar’s-any big ones about; it all
The treatment is not un ones
depends on the size of the hook and tho
pleasant, the instructions nott bigness of the bait. Why, bafck thar on
the old Massisrippi I could gauge the
hard to follow, and the resultss size of the cat I wanted to an ounce jist
by the proper regerlation of the hook
are absolutely certain.
and bait. Now, fellers, jist you watch
Send 2-cent stamp for pam" me. Ef thar’s a catfish in this lake as is
wuth a cuss I’ll ketch him.”
phlet and full particulars.
“Yaas, fellers,” said the other Pikes.
“Buck, he’s a cuss at fishin; yon just
Forty years’ experience.
live by catching
watch his motion. He’ll show yer how The wild Mi88ouiiane
catfsh.
to ketch cats.”
DR. J. F. TRUE,
This hit of impromptu pantomime
With a face as sober as that of a New
Auburn, Maine'•. England deacon, Buck wept up the hill ended, we expected to see the Pikes take
their leave. But no such thing.

Worcester
Salt,

Send to Goo. Doherty & Bro'

FRANK G. TDLLIDGE & CO.'S

Pop Corn!

MINCE MEAT

TAPE-WORM

All three seated themselves comfort
ably before our tent, and “borrowing” a
little tobacco they filled tlieir pipes.
After smoking for a time Buck opened
out on a new lay.
“Gents,” said he, “you see it don’t
take me long to size up tho cats of any
place that I throw my hook into. I wnr
born on the bayous of the Massissippi,
down to. the south end of ole Missouri,
nigh to the Arkansaw line. I’ve been a
catfish ketchur all my born days.
“Down thar whar-1 wur bom every
second son was turned loose in the woods
to shift for himself ’bout as soon as he
wur weaned. TheyU^id so many chil
dren down thar that they didn’t keer to
raise iuore’n ’bout half of ’em. What
was <lune with the extra gais I never
found' out. When the extra boy was
big enough to run alone they put a new
breechclont on him, hung a hunch of
hosshar rouqd.*his na^k, tuck him down
to the rive* bottoms and turned him
loose to rbot, hog or die.
“The woods along up the river for fifty
miles above the Arkansaw li1U wur full
of wild Missourians of all ages and sizes.
After thel^rst breechdout wnr worn
out all went jjaked, and soon they wur
covered with a coat of har as, long as the
beard of a goat. If the people ever
wanted any of the wild woods breed
they sot a trap for ’em, ketched ’em,
picked ’em clean of the extra har, put
clothes on ’em and set ’em to work.”
.
“WThy,” asked 1, “did they give each
boy a bunch of horsehair when they
turned him loose?”
“Waal, because the people down thar
are tender hearted like, an not one of
’em would turn a child loose ’thout
given him the means or Ynakin a livin.
The hosshar were for makin snares. |
Out’n the hosshar they tuck and made ,
Snares to ketch catfish. As soon as a
Missourian is weaned he begins to snare
catfish, and so pervides most of his livin.
He strike out for the river jist as a
young duck mak#srfor^he nearest pud
dle.
1
When they are turned loose to run
w'th the woods breed they take up with
some drove of the hairy ones that is led
by an old* buck and so git good trainin.
Each drove makes iU nest in a big hol
ler sycamore tree or log; then turns to
and lives on the fat o’ the land. They
eat tho roots of the yearth, the fruit© of
the trees, sich as roots, berries, paw
paws, persimmons and the like, while
for meat they have the fat cats of the
ole Massissippi.”
“Do parents often take their children 1
back to the settlements?” asked one of |
our party.
“Parents don’t trouble theirselves
T)out whose children they git. When
they want any they go out into the river
bottoms, set a trap and ketch ’em. I ;
wur ketched time o’ the war. Then
they
nuwU a clean s^ eep of the
uxoes. They wap^T^dlthe men ,
tTTc^ r^TTJ "Jdl, BO
t.ro|w oil round
the bottoms.
“I’ll never forgit the time when me
and two others wur trapped. We wur
out in the woods diggin roots when all
at once we smelt a new smell. It wur
sich a good smell that all our months
began to water. We slobbered like so
many hounds. What it could he that
smelt so fine we did not know. We
tuck th$ scent and follered it up on the
keen run. In ’bout a mile we come to a
queer lookin little house. In thar was
the stuff that smelt so good. We dived
in and began fillin ourselves with the
good smellin stuff, when down fell a
door and we wnr caged.
“Yer see, gents, when they wanted to
ketch up any uv us wild Missourians,
they made a pen just like a bar trap,
baited it with corn bread and sot it
When the wind wur right one of the
woods breed could smell corn dodger '
nivh on to three miles.
“Waal, when tne trap ren we tore
round like mad, but couldn’t escape.
Long ’bout sundown some soldiers come
and tuck us out’n the trap. They tuck
ns and put ns inter the upper story of a
blockhouse ’bout fifty feet high. Thar
they left ns in the dark.
“Waal, we soon seed that ef we had a
rope we could git away. So then we be
gan pickin ourselves—pulling out the
long har that covered our bodies—to
make a rope. It wnr an awful sore job.
After all of ns had been clean picked
we tried the rope and found it ’bout ten
feet too short. Then I told my two pards
that they might take har enough out’n
the top of my head to finish the rope.
They tuck the har, and in less’n ten
minutes we wuc all at liberty.

[To

be

SANFORD’S
Ginger
HTTMBUG Gingers are

as plenty as mer
cenary dealers, who, for a
few cents’ extra profit, will
recommend anything. Be
on your guard. Health is
too precious to be trifled
with. Jhe best is none too
good. In the hour of danger
SANFORD’S GINGER is
the best in the world.
Containing among it* ingredients the pur.
est of medicinal French brandy and the best
of imported ginger, it is vastly superior to
the cheap, worthless, and often dangerous
gingers urged as substitutes. Ask for SAN
FORD’S GINGER and look for owl trade
mark on the wrapper. Sold everywhere.

Continued.]

. You Need Suner No Longer
Backed up by a cash offer—the statements’
that are made by the proprietors of Doctorr
Sage’s Catarrh Remedy. They say that theirr
medicine will cure, perfectly and permanently, the worst case of Chronic Catarrh in1
the Head—that not only Catarrh itself, butit
all tha troubles that come from it, and every?
thing catarrhal in its nature, are cured by
the mild, soothing, cleansing and healing
properties of their remedy.
Thev can't say any more. Probably every
medicine for Catarrh claims as much. But
it's one thing to promise a cure—it’s a very
different thing to perform it. The proprie
tors of Dr. Sage’s Remedy want to prove
that they mean what they say. So they
make this offer: If they canTt cure your
Catarrh, no matter how bad your case or of
how long standing, they’ll pay you 1500 in
cash. You're sure of the money or a cure.
Isn't such a medicine worth trying I

TT^ROM Dyspepsia, Indigestion, Sour StomI JL? ach, etc., for you can be cured, no matter
bow chronic your case. I have made Stomach
Trouble a special study for years, and by my
system of home treatment thousands nave
been cured, including the most chronic cases.
| jam daily receiving testimonials from those
whose cases have Deen declared incurable,
Send 2c. stamp for symptom blank. Consnltation free. A. S. AYRES, M.D., 271 High street,
. Holyoke, Mass.

An Eje for Basineaa.

A dentist was operating upon a patient
Who uttered terrible screams.
“For heaven’s sake, don’t scream like
that I”
“Yes, I understand; it pains yon to see
me suffer.”
“Without doubt. But there are other
patients 'n the anteroom awaiting their
turn, and ou will take away their confi
dence.”—3 t-Bits.

What is

LIGHT AND AIRY.

An Exception.

Sorry He Broke Ills Rule.

I like to watch my wife when she’s
Crocheting.
Or when she's tatting mysteries
Essaying.

“I have made it a rule through life,"
he said at the table the other day to a
man at his left, “never to meddle with
another man’s business."
“That’s right—perfectly right," was
the reply.
'
“But I see you have a new confiden
tial clerk.”
“Yes, sir—yes.”
“He’s a hard looking case; I have seen
him intoxicated a dozen times, and J
wouldn’t trust him out of my sight with
a sixpence. Took him out of charity,»
eh?”
“Well, not altogether, you know. He5
happens to be my eldest son.”
There was a period of silence so pain‘
ful that both wished some one would yell‘
“fireI” to break it up.—Loudon Tit-Bits,■
i Professor Thury, a French veterinary
surgeon, declares that sex can be con
trolled perfectly in the breeding of ani
mals. His theory is that when the mat’
ing takes place at the beginning of heat'
In the female the offspring will be1
female, at the end of the heat, a male.
.
WANTFfl Good Canvasser; salary and ex-;
„nn 1 lu. penses from start; steady work;
srood chance for advancement. BROWN[

I often note complacently
Her shirring,
Nor does her darning prompt in me
Demurring.

•

A Love Tall.
[Showing th e beauties of English orthography.]
A pret ty made went out won day,
*Twm in the summer thyme.
But ar a style maid paws to say,
“Ab knowl I cannot climel’*

But I am spurred, I must allow.
To quitting
When she her alabaster brow
Is knitting.
—Boston Courier.
His nomage Was Excusable.

Bank Teller—Will you take it as a pre
sumption, madam, if I offer you these fevi
roses?

Miss Carmelia Gold ust—I don’t know
you, sir.
Bank Teller—I am aware of that. Bui
you are the only woman in the history oi
the bank who ever indorsed a check on the
right end.—Boston Globe.
Changes of the Moon.

They were standing by the window
Watching Luna, large and bright,
W hen she innocently murmured,
“A full moon Is my delightl’*
Whispered he, “I love you, darling;
Can’t I urge you very soon
To change your full moon liking.
And adore a honey-moon?*’
—E. L. Rawson in Club.

.

BROS. CO., Nurserymen, Rochester. N. Y.

.

DOCTORS’ SIGNS.
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an teed against loss.

If 1 I Ln util I 1 to investors. Guar-’

The first thing that strikes the eye on a
prescription is a sign like a big R with a
long tail. This stands for the word
“recipe,” and means, being addressed to
the dispenser, “take thou;” that is, “pro
vide thyself with the articles which fol
low.”
When the drugs have been ordered and
the water sufficient to dissolve them—gen
erally a considerable quantity—there is
seen a large M with a line drawn through
it. This stands for “Misce ut fiat mistura,”
or, in other language, “Mix these ingredi
ents so that they may form a mixture.”
Next the instructions ns to how the pa
tient is to take the medicine are given.
They may run thus, “S. c. m. IL 4 h.”
This, being interpreted, signifies, Sumat,
let him—i. e., the patient—take, ccchlearia
duo, two large or tablesporqfuls—4
stands for quartis and h. for horis—to
gether, every four hours.
Sometimes may be seen “Ft. hst. p. r. n.
g.” “Ft.*.’ means that “hst,” or haustus, a
draft, may be formed. “P. r. n.” imply
,.Pro re nata, as the occasion may be born;
in simpler words, when required. “S.” is
sumendus, i.e., to be taken.
A draft ordered to be taken at bed
time would be prescribed “h. s. s.” The
first two letters mean hora somni, or at the
hour of sleep. The second s. is sumendus
again.
Physicians use many idioms. For in
stance, “ex lacte” means in milk. “Ex
aqua sumenda,” to be taken in water.
“Tusse urgente” (ablative absolute), when
the cough is troublesome. “Mistura ad
tussim” is a mixture for a cough.—Boston
Herald.
A Trick with an Egg.

Make a little hammock of muslin, tc
be suspended by four threads, and after
having soaked this in salt water and
thoroughly dried it, place in it an egg
shell, which has been emptied by a blow
pipe through a hole drilled in the side.
After the supposed egg has been satis
factorily shown to be in the hammock
beyond all doubt, set the whole affair
afire at both ends and the bottom.
Within a moment the hammock and its►y
supports will be consumed, but—won
der of wonders—the egg lies on a
swinging bridge of ashes high above the
floor!
1 This curious little semiscientific ex
periment has been performed on a
gigantic scale in one of the Lyons thea
ters, where a manilla hammock anct an
asbestus baby were used,—St. Louis Re“
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Established and doing business ln these,
same offices since Feb. 1,1877. For 13 con sec uive years dividends have been paid at the
ate of 12 per cent, per annum. No defaults,
nor delays; no losses to clients. Deposits re
ceived at any time.
au9-ed

Safe Investments
We offer, subject to previous
sale, the following

First-Class Bonds;
$60,000 Battle Greek, Mich., Electric Railroad
Co. 6 per cent. 20 year gold bonds, at
par and interest.
5,000
B. R. k 8. B. Ky. Co. (Mass.) 6 per
cent. bonds, at V7% and interest.
6,000
Fort Smith, Ark. Water Co., 6 per
cent bonds.
1,00
Municipal Security Co., Portland, Me
6 per oent bonds.
We also offer 4 per oent interest, payable semi
annually, on deposits exempt from taxation amplj
secured by more than *260,000.

DEPOSITS RECEIVED SUBJECT TO CHECK.
8afe Deposit Boxes to rent by the quarter or
year at very low prioes. Correspondence Soliltoed

AUBURNTRUST CO.
AUBURN, MAINE.

Merrill, President

James P. Atwud, Treanrei
■

-- -

•<>d jpl

,

MECHANICS
SAVINGS BANK,
A UB URN, ME.

public;,

ORGANIZED PKBBUARF 27, 1875.

a bcuuvx ux nousewirery is a new in
stitution in London in which English
girls of gentle birth are taught cookery,
housework and the care of the dairy.

Empress Augusta Victoria has con
sented to be patroness of the Berlin Soci
ety for the Protection of Young Women.

$2,000 HORSE SALE,
The Messrs. Pompilly of Auburn sold four
horses to George Bishop,the New York horse
man, for the round sum of $2,000. The
horses sold were Prince Wilkes, a chestnut
geldiDg, the A.B. Donnell mare, a black geld
ing known as the Wallace Foss horse, and a
brown mate owned by Isaiah Pompilly.
Our dear little daughter was terribly sick,1
Her bowels were bloated as hard as a brick,
We feared she would die
Till we happened to try
Pierce’s Pellets—they cured her, remarkably
quick.
Never be without Pierce’s Pellets in the1
house. They are gentle and effective in action1

and give immediate relief in cases of indiges
tion, biliousness and constipation. Thy do
their work thoroughly snd leave no bad effects.
Smallest, cheapest, easiest to take. One ak
dose- Best Liver Pill made.
_____

,

Children Cry for
Pitcher's Castoria.

Sof. sLown her eyes ef blew.
And Jirew the grass her dainty feat
Se*jned just as if they flue.

Thei 6 aider groan, my love I tolled,
I edeved hart and hand.
And with a wring of purest gold
1 eeiled love’s mystic banned.
—E. T. Corbett in Life.
A Lucky Find.

A day Or two ago a lady walking In
Alpha
St. John’s wood, suddenly
paw beforq her on the pavement a smgular object, which proved to be a small
snake, wearing around its neck a ring
studded mth gems, to which was at
tached
slender gold chain ending in
another jeweled ring. Startled at first,
the lady, however, managed to capture
the littb animal in the folds of her umbrella, and immediately recognized that
she had possessed herself of the asp of
Cleopatra. Not knowing the exact address of Mme. Sarah Bernhardt, she was
about to ask a policeman, when the
gates a* a villa some yards off were
flung
n, disclosing the great trages13-d-X3m
dienne >’id
her attendants frantically
for the escaped snake.—London Chronicle.________
The new bowling rooms, the first es
tablished at Atlantic Highlands, are
used d:*S v by the young ladies. Crowds
gather see them roll the balls; in fact
at timer it is hard work to wedge one’s
self inside the building. There are sev
eral young ladies who go through a
game of making nothing but strikes and
spares. Nlrs. H. B. Drowne, Miss John
son and Miss Lillie Schwab are experts,
bringing down the pins at every turn.
Swinn ing matches among the ladies
at Atlantic Highlands are of frequent
occult?™ e. Thursday Miss Hattie Lane,
of Bi
<yn, and Miss Florence Hen
drick , of New York, swam from the
Curtin rilion to the old pier, just htuf
a mi.j, ss Lane beating her opponent
a full I ^.gth.—Baltimore Sun.

HOME

Castoria.
“ Castoria Is so well adapted to children that
I recommend it as superior to any prescription
known to me.’*
H. A. Archkr, M. D.,
Ill So. Oxford St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

•• Castoria is the best remedy for children of
which I am acquainted. I hope the day is not
far distant when mothers wil 1 consider the real
interest of their children, and use Castoria in
stead of the various quack nostrums which are
destroying their loved ones, by forcing opium,
morphine, soothing syrup and other hurtful
agents down their throats, thereby sending
them to premature graves."
Dr. J. F. Kinchklok,
Conway, Ark.

“ Our physicians in the children's depart
ment have spoken highly of their experi
ence in their outside practice with Castoria,
and although we only have among our
medical supplies what is known as regular
products, yet we are free to confess that the
merits of Castoria has won us to look with
favor upon it.**
U> itkd Hospital and Dispensary,
Boston, Mass.
Allkn C. Smith, TVm.,

The Centaur Company, T7 Murray Street, New York City.

:::: DR. FRANKLIN
No. 2777.
Race Record, 2.31;
Tutal, 2.22.
Timed, Maine State
Fair in 1892, half in 1.11 1-2.

EXPOSITION ECHOES.

The queen of Italy is organizing a su
perb show of native Italian lace for the
SIZEtZEZD ZBT
T~) A
BY
World’s fair.
The fine arts building at the World’s
fair will have a mosaic floor, the contract
for which has been let at $16,080.
A Boston man wants to exhibit a skycycle at the World’s fair. A skycycle
comes under the head of flying machines.
A “model of the figure of Lot’s wife in
salt” will appear in the Kansas World’s
fair exhibit to represent or illustrate the
salt industry of the state.
The German exhibit at the World’s fair
will contain an architectural display in
cluding drawings illustrating 200 or more PAYzlBLE IN ADVANCE, OI< SATISFACTORY NOTE.
of the most notable buildings in the em
ESFAE RI.TIKV PRIYILEOE.
pire.
An Indiana stone quarry company is
having a life size figure of an elephant
chiseled out of a solid block of stone. It
will be eleven feet high and weigh thirty
tons. It will be exhibited at the World’s
fair.
The California capitol will be represented
in miniature at the World’s fair by an ex
hibition of pickles. The women of Fresno
county will distribute 2,500 pounds of
Children Cry for Pitcher’s Castoriaraisins in souvenir boxes. A playing foun
tain of wine will form a feature of the viticultural display.
Wisconsin, through its World’s fair
board, has asked that May 29, 1893, be
designated Wisconsin Day at the ex
position. That date is the forty-fifth an
niversary of the admission of the state Into
the Union, and it desires to celebrate it in
an appropriate manner at the fair.

OLD GEN. KNOX.

Winthrop Morrill.

FALL
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Glaciers.

Glaciers plunge into the sea in many
Deposits........ 444............................................................... *070,66483cold countries and perish by drowning,
their dismembered remains floating
Reserve Fund....,.................
87,000 OO
away as bergs. But their end is by dis
Profits....................................................
16.436 90
solution where the annual mean temper
ature rises considerably above freezing
HAS PAID REGULAR SEMI-ANNUAL DIVI point. At some certain level they melt
faster than they can flow and so termi
DENDS SINCE ORGANIZATION.
nate. The level indeed is a fluctuating
Total] Assets..................................... *1,018,400 00
one. Icelandic glaciers are now steadi
Interest on Deposit* commence 1st
ly advancing. Swiss glaciers, accord
ing to M. Forel, have undergone during
day of each month.
the present century five alternate peri
ods of diminution and growth. The meteorological changes occasioning and
NO WESTERN MORTGAGE LOANS.
emphasized by these oscillations are
very slight. Their character, however
is unmistakable and such as might have
been anticipated. That is to say, glacial decrease accompanies a warm and
dry cycle; glacial increase, one that is
Androacoyyin County.
damp and cold.
Trustees:
Considerable alarm was accordingly
felt lest the flooding of the Sahara, num
B. C. JEWETT,
E. W. GROSS,
bered among the futile projects of a re
B. F. STURGIS,
8. P. MILLER.
E. T. GILE,
JOHN F. COBB, cent sanguine epoch, should result in a
H. WESLEY HUTCHINS,
8. 8. HERSEY,!
largely increased snowfall upon the
Alps, and the consequent ice submergTASCUS ATWOOD.
ence of inhabited valleys. Such fears,
John F. Cobb,
it is true, rested on a meteorological
President.
misapprehension, yet they were in principle well founded.—Edinburgh Review,
J. Walter Stetsow, Treasurer.
v i nuuuiX |J|V ,
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Castoria.
“ Castoria Is an excellent medicine for chil
dren. Mothers hare repeatedly told me of its
good effect upon their children?*
Dr. G. C. Osgood,
Lowell, Mass.

239 Minot Avenue, AUBURN, MAINE.

Get C. Wing, Vite’Presideit

—

Castoria is Dr. Samuel Pitcher’s prescription for Infants
and Children. It contains neither Opium, Morphine nor
other Narcotic substance. It is a harmless substitute
for Paregoric, Drops, Soothing Syrups, and Castor Oil.
It is Pleasant. Its guarantee is thirty years* use by
Millions of Mothers. Castoria destroys Worms and allays
feverishness. Castoria prevents vomiting Sour Curd,
cures Diarrhoea and Wind Colic. Castoria relieves
teething troubles, cures constipation and flatulency.
Castoria assimilates the food, regulates the stomach
and bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep. Cas
toria is the Children’s Panacea—the Mother’s Friend.

Bcr ( eek was read, her smile was suit,

THE COLT FARM

Capital Paid in, $130,000.

f.

in the would suppose we wrest?**
7 made haste to say—
. on the son is inn the west
el take our homeward weigh.**

Feminine Sports.

W. RODMAN ^WINSLOW,

NASSAU ST. (Vanderbilt Building),
NEW YORK CITY.

Samuel
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MONEY MOSTLY LOANED
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